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ABSTRACT

ATTTIUDES TOWARD VOEN AND BQUAUTY:

INDIVIimL DIFFERENCE EFFECTS ON GENDER-REIEVANT DECISION-MAKING

MAY 1990

SHERI L. ROSENBLDM, B.S. , STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

OOUEGE OF ENVIRCMIENTAL SCIENCE AND RDRESTRY

M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETIS

Directed by: Professor Ervin Staub

In this study, the central area of interest was women's perception

of themselves as women, their advocacy of non-traditional attitudes,

and the translation of these perceptions and attitudes into decision-

making in sL?jport of non-traditional candidates for leadership. Female

participants rated and ranked six applicants to a fictional leadership

program, vAio differed by sex and sex-type (masculine, neutral, and

feminine)
. Participants also responded to four individual difference

questionnaires; gender identification and consciousness measures (Gurin

& Townsend, 1986) , the Bern Sex-role Inventory (Bern, 1974) , the Sex-role

Egalitarianism Scale (Beere et al. , 1981) and a newly developed general

egalitarianism scale. Participants tended toward 1) perceiving

themselves as members of the groi^) "women", 2) recognizing and

rejecting a power imbalance between men and women, 3) dDserving both

masculine and positive feminine traits within themselves, and 4)

positive attitudes toward equality between cill social groups, including

men and wcroen, but also between racial, ethnic, age, and other grot^js.

The participants scores on individual difference measures were

generally quite strongly correlated. Male and female applicants for

leadership were rated approximately equally, but masculine applicants
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were rated significantly hi^er than feminine applicants. However,

feminine applicants were liJced significantly itore than masculine

applicants, as were traditional (feminine female and masculine male)

over non-traditional (masculine female and feminine male) applicants.

These effects were influenced by a number of individual differences,

mostly measures that identified differences in discontent with status

quo relations among social groL?>s. For example, participants v*io

strongly endorsed affirmative action as a solution to inequality rated

feminine applicants more likable and masculine applicants less

potentially successful as leaders than did low endorsers of affirmative

action. In general, non-traditional attitudes were associated with

hi^er ratings of female, feminine, and non-traditional applicants, m
conclusion it is suggested that women develcp an identification with

vramen in advance of a political consciousness about gender relations.

This political stance may also be characterized by a consciousness of

inequality among other social groi^Ds, not only males and females. It

seems, however, that it is not the simple recognition of inequality

that prompts advocacy of non-traditional candidates for leadership, but

instead, a sense of discontent over a perceived lack of justice.
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CHAPIER I

INmDDUCnON

A. Overview

Women, by virtue of sharing the human female biological category,

are inembers of a single, objectively defined group. As members of a

social category based on their biological characteristics, all women

may sometiines be treated in the same way by others. However, objective

biological category is not always translated into the more subjective

experience of identification as a member of a cohesive psychological

group labelled women, or advocacy on its behalf. Some women call

themselves feminists, organize their eiqperiences in terms of self-

categorization as women, and advocate a restructured social definition

of roles and equal ri^ts. Others do not engage in such advocacy and

might not even use "women" as an iitportant subjective category.

Ihere are a number of plausible explanations for this individual

difference, from varying theoretical perspectives including feminism

(IXtforkin, 1974, 1983), social identity theory (Tajfel, 1978; Williams &

Giles, 1978), and equity theory (Adams, 1963; Muchinsky, 1983). Ihe

present research utilized aspects of these theories in its attempt to

e^qjlore differences along a number of psychosocial dimensions among

woanen v^o adc^t a feminist identity and/or attitudes to varying

degrees.

This study was designed to explore three areas of interest.

First, what is feminism? Feminism may be seen as a social movement to

gain ri<^ts for woarien. Is support for this movement associated with
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agreement that women are relatively powerless in society? Or is it

associated with a more general belief that, amor^ all social groups,

equality is desirable? By lookijig at the iBlationship among the

individual difference measures, we were able to address these and

related questions.

Second, we were interested in the development of politicized

feminist consciousness, is there a developnental sequence of

cognitions that leads to political support for a collective women's

movement? Gurin and Townsend's (1986) gender identification and

consciousness (GI/C) component measures suggested one possible

sequence. This sequence begins with the identification of the

individual woman with the larger social group women and ends with

advocacy of collective action for social change. With the data we

collected from the GI/C components and the other measures, it was

possible to test this particular develcpnental hypothesis and explore

other plausible models.

Hie third purpose of this research was to learn how participants

would rate and rank targets. As a whole, how would the sample rate and

rank targets \4io differed by sex and sex-type? And, if individual

differences in attitudes toward women and equality were included in the

analyses, how would these attitudes affect the rating and ranking of

the tcirgets? All the individual differences measured here were thought

to be related to non-traditionalism. Non-traditionalism is against the

status quo; we cissumed that gender identification, gender

consciousness, feminism, egalitarianism, and mcisculinity in a woman cire

cill less rather than more status quo. Our general prediction was that

more versus less non-traditional individuals would rate and rank

2



females, non-masculii^, and non-traditional targets hi^er than male,

iiasculine, and traditional targets.

It is debatable v^ether egalitarianism deserves its status as a

non-traditional attitude. A norm of egalitarianism may be generally

operative in the United States. However, among Americans sampled in

1974 and 1981, equality has been ranked at a inean number 12 of 18 in a

list of terminal values, i.e., values that r^resent desirable

endstates, rather than means of approaching endstates (Rokeach and

Ball-Rokeach, 1989) . This represents a relatively low ranking overall

and a decline in ranking since 1968, suggesting that the nom of

egalitarianism may no longer be in vogue. Furthermore, equality in

specific situations may be less likely to be endorsed than

egalitarianism as a value or "general conception of an ideal endstate

of existence" (p. 779) , while less likely still may be non-

discriminatory behavior. A great deal of evidence si^ports the

contention that discrimination is quite prevalent in the United States.

We are ostensibly interested in attitudes toward equality, non-

discriminatory behavior, and the relationship between the two.

Although the issue is complicated, we start with the assumption that

egalitarianism is non-traditional.

The present research proceeded in two steps. First, female

participants rated and ranked six targets vtio differed by sex and sex-

type. The targets were presented as applicants to a leadership

program. Each application indicated that the applicant was male or

female. This was the sex of target manipulation. Also, information

was provided about the college major, previous work e5<perience,

hol:^ies, and some personcil traits of the applicant. These types of
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information were manipulated to r^resent stereotypes of traditional

masculinity or femininity. Masculinity, femininity, and a third

condition, neutrality, r^resented the levels of the sex-type variable.

In the neutral condition, hollies and personal traits characterized a

sex-type neutral applicant, ihe two levels of sex and three levels of

sex-type were fully crossed in this repeated measures design, so each

participant rated and ranked a target v*io was a masculine male, a

masculine female, a neutral male, a neutral female, a feminine male,

and a feminine female.

Appearing at the bottom of each ajplication were five questions.

Ihese requested the participant to rate 1) how likely she would be to

offer the applicant a position in the leadership program, 2) how much

she would like the applicant, 3) how much she thinks others would like

the applicant, 4) how ccmpetent she thinks the aj^licant is, and 5) how

much potential for success as a leader the applicant has. All

responses were recorded on ten-point Likert scales. The five questions

r^resented the dependent measures of target rating. Upon completing

the ratings of each individual target, participants ranked the targets

in the order they would accept them into the leadership program. In

the analyses, we were looking for systematic differences in ratings and

rankings of targets due to their sex, sex-type, or an interaction of

sex and sex-type. Analyses of the interaction of sex by sex-type of

target addressed the effects on ratings and rankings of traditional

(masculine male and feminine female) versus non-traditional (masculine

female and feminine male) targets.

Ihe second step in the research was to categorize participants in

terms of individual differences on a number of dimensions thou^t to be
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relevant to feminism. These included gender identification, gender

consciousness, sex-role egalitarianism, general ^itarianism, and

sex-type. Participants filled out questionnaires designed to

cperationalize these constnicts. with the exc^ion of the general

egalitarianism measures, all scales had been used prior to the prcsent

research. Factor analyses and correlational analyses assessed the

relationships among the individual difference measures.

Further information concerning the choice of measures and the

results we ejqjected appears later in the introduction. In tlie

meantime, we will turn to the theory behind the present study.

B. History Of the Psvcholoay Of Grxxips

Ihis research stands on the theoretical and empirical base of the

social-cognitive psychology of group membership. Rather than looking

at group membership as defined by outside observers or by behavioral

manifestations of grxxap solidarity, we are interested in self-

perception of groLp membership. It is a central premise of this paper

that specific cognitive tasks must be completed before a woman will

actively engage in or support a social movement for the equality of

women. These tasks include identification of the self as a member of

the grxxqp women and a belief that women are unfairly treated siirply

because they are women.

1. Ihe Individual In the Socied Group

The idea of the cognitive inseparability of the individual from

the rest of the social world has a long social psychological history.

The first recorded psychological explanation of group processes was
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offered by I^n (1896) , referrii^ to the groi^ mind of crowds, and

suggesting that a group may have a character distinct fron the sum of

the individuals v^o compose it. McDougall (1921) , while not refuting

l£Bon's conception of the grxx^ mind, advanced a further explanation of

group processes, suggesting conplex interactions between the individual

and the groi?) as a whole. As such, more attention is given to the

cognitive es^jerience of groip membership.

Further complexity is introduced with the suggestion that human

individuals are iinrautably bound to groi?>s from birth. Sherif (1936)

argued that the individual's perception of and feelings toward any

<±>ject (social or non-social) is hi^y dependent on the context in

vAiich it appears and the referent against which it is judged. He also

suggested that individuals are bom into a culture as well as a

ooraraunity and that the rules of the culture become internalized as

relevant to a positive self-concept. Accordingly, individuals never

stand only alone, they also stand in relation to relevant social

groL^Ds.

Individuals aside, groi:5)s themselves have defining

characteristics. Lewin (1939) endowed groups with prc^)erties such as

more or less cohesiveness, grou^j standards, and a characteristic

leadership style. Lewin's is a rejection of LeBon's short-term group

mind, but not of distinct grotp properties, processes, and psychology.

Asch (1952) moved the conception of groips more clearly in a cognitive

direction. Group develqpment was thou(^t to be rooted in a "mutually

shared psychological field," such that not only do I objectively share

thou^ts and feelings with others but I am aware that we all are aware

of this sharing.
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According to Brewer and Kraner (1985) and -nimer (1987) , grxxip

relations my be conc^rt:ualized as of thr^ types. Intergrxx?)

relations may refer to international conflict or systematic intergiixxip

(e.g.
,
racial) discrimination, typically the researx±i realm of

sociologists or political scientists. Convet^y, the study of grxDups

may focus on the extension of essentially intei^individual precesses

(i.e., attraction, co-operation, aggression, social influence) into the

domain of inter-groi^ processes. This latter conc^jtualization

underlies many of the psychological studies of grtxip relations that

have been conducted since World War II. Sherif (1966) prt^x>sed a

third, integrative, conceptualization of groi5)s, which is described by

Brewer and Kramer (1985) , who state, "the study of intergroup relations

occupies a special niche at the intersection of individual and group

level processes-how interpersonal perceptions, attitudes, or behaviors

are shaped or transformed by the presence of groap boundaries" (p.

220) . Henri Tajfel and his associates, since their early studies of

intertgroi^ discrimination (Tajfel, 1970; Tajfel, et al., 1971), have

been consistently strong proponents of this view of groups, prtDviding

another area of active research on intergroi?) relations.

A strong consensus presently exists concerning the central

elements required for individuals to be considered a group (e.g.

Turner & Giles, 1981) . These elements are ccinmonly conceptualized as

identity, social structure, and interdependence (Turner, 1987)

.

Identity refers to the collective perception of individuals that they

share a ccramon membership in a distinct socicd groqp (Tajfel & Turner,

1985) . Social structure is the internal organization of the group that

develops and stablizes over time, cis norms and values are delineated
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and become attriinites of the cxDllective (Sherif
, 1967) . ihe

interxiependenoe criterion was introduced by Sherif (1936) and has been

widely considered i^tive to group formation. Cartwri^t and Zander

(1968) define a groi^ as "any collection of interdependent people" (p.

48)
.

Althou^ interdependence has been defined in various ways,

according to Turner (1987) , motivational interdependence is currently

dominant. He states, "By motivational interdependence is meant the

idea that actions and characteristics of others relevant to the

satisfaction of one's needs are functionally related by the structure

of the situation to actions and characteristics of one's own relevant

to their needs" (p. 20) . Grc^ members, then, need each other to

satisfy their own needs. Turner goes on to suggest that if individuals

expect that mutual need satisfaction will result from association with

others, that association will develcp. if the association actually

results in mutual need satisfaction, then the association will be

maintained.

2. Social Identity

In a theoretical return to the merger of social and individual

properties of groi^^s, and in the Gestalt tradition, Taj fel (1978)

offers the concept of social identity. This concept grew out of an

enpirical attenpt to determine v^t psychologiccLL variables influence

discrimination against out-grxxps, that is, under v^t conditions the

individual turns from responding to others in the environment according

to a me-you distinction in favor of an us-them distinction (Taj fel,

1970; Taj fel, Flament, Billig & Bundy, 1971). He believed that

behavioral interactions between individuals fall on a continuum between

8



the interirxUvidual and the intergrcx^. Extr^ intergro^ interBction

occurs v^en, for example, individuals of groups perceive each other

as no more than perfect representatives of their respective groups.

Conversely, the extreme interindividual interaction occurs, when in the

same situation, each perceives the other as exactly representative of

no more than the single, individual self that is presented. It is

questionable whether the purely interindividual interaction ever

ocxurs, although historical examples of extreme intergroi?) interaction

are oammon (i.e.
, My lai and the Cambodian genocide) . Evidence frxM

use of the minimal groi^ paradigm SL^jports the claim that perception of

groi^ membership (of the self and of the other) is both necessary and

sufficient to produce discriminatory behavior favoring the in-group and

detrimental to the out-^roi:?) (e.g., Tajfel et al., 1971; Turner, 1978).

Social comparison can be undertaken at any point along the

interindividual-intergroip continuum. Social comparison at the

interindividual end of the continuum is a comparison between two

individuals without consideration of groap memberships. The opposite

extreme of comparison also includes two individuals, but the comparison

is between the groups they each r^resent. When Festinger (1954)

introduced his social coaiparison theory, he focused almost exclusively

on interindividual, intragroi^) ccjrparisons. When a negative result of

comparison is perceived and felt, relative deprivation is cperative.

As social ccarparison may occur anyv^ere on the continuum, so may

relative deprivation. Gurr (1970) states.

Unexpected personal deprivation such as failure to
ctotain an unexpected promotion or the infidelity of
a spouse ordinarily affect few people at any given
time and are therefore narrcw in scope. Events and
patterns of conditions like the si^ression of a
political part^, a drastic inflation or the decline



^L .^^ t
relative to its reference groupare likely to precipitate feelings of relative

deprivation among whole groups of people and arewide in scope, (p. 29)

According to Gurr, it is therefore possible to determine empirically

placement on the continuum based on the number of individuals feeling

derived in reference to a specific groap or class of individuals.

However, a difficulty is encountered here. Consider the situation

in vMch a woman has just discovered her spouse's infidelity.

Although, as Gurr states, this situation may be operative for few women

at a given time, the narrowness of the scope is not v^olly determined

by objective numbers. Ihe same number of women all seeing the

infidelity as an interindividual act of individual men against

individual women has very different implications than if these women

all see the act as one of the group "men" against the group "women".

Ttie relative deprivation takes on a different character depending on

perception (or lack thereof) of and causal attribution to the group

membership of participants. The numbers may be the same, but placement

on the continuum would be different. Although Taj fel's continuum is

helpful in ejqDlaining interactions, a question arises. Is there always

a reciprocal perception by the interacting individuals that they are or

are not being categorized according to groip membership? It seems

plausible to consider that one interactor may respond to another as

thou^ the other is more a representative of a social category, while

at the same time the other responds to more of an individual case.

Under vihat conditions are individuals likely to categorize others (for

a review, see Fiske & Neuberg, 1990) and under v*iat conditions are

individuals likely to recognize that they are being categorized? Most

10



importantly, can we assume that discrimimtion against women, as a

<3roap, is somehow a consequence of categorization?

C. The Current si-;^tus Of Whmpn

Women, as a discrete social category, appear to be objectively

derived in relation to men. The deprivation occurs in many realms.

As of 1978, women working full-time outside the home earned

afproximately 60% the salary of their male counterparts (U.S.

D^>artanent of labor, 1978) . Making allowances for sex differences in

education, prior experience, and job level does not appreciably reduce

this discrepency (Suter & Miller, 1973) . Althou^ men are more likely

than women to be victimized in a violent crime (U.S Department of

Justice, 1986) , women are more frequenUy victimized by sexual

violence, marital battering, and sexual harassment (Sheffield, 1984, as

cited in Frieze, 1987) . Two-thirds of all poor adults are women and

half of all female-headed households with children live below the

poverty level (Cocks, 1982) . Male dominated occipations offer greater

C5:portunities for status and prcrootion than do female dominated

ooci^tions (Epstein, 1976) . Research on tokenism suggests that v*ien a

solitary women is granted access to a high-level position in a male

dcMinated sphere, she is a hi^y visible novelty, is treated as an

outsider by her male counterparts, is isolated from other women, and

urged to fulfill one of a number of possible stereotypic roles (Kanter,

1975, 1976; Taylor, 1981).

11



1. Denial Of Discriiiimation

Althou^ a wealth of information exists to bear witness to the

claim that women are discrimat«a against, oftentimes women do not see

themselves as discriminated against (Crosby, 1984) and are not

supportive of attempts by feminist groi,^ to demand an end to the

discrimination against all women (Rowland, 1986) . ihere are a number

of plausible ejqjlanations for this. Justice theories (Lerner, 1981;

Walster et al.
, 1978) suggest that people are motivated to maintain a

belief that outcomes are fair, relative to inputs. If a negative

outcome is precipitated, the individual will tend to denigrate victims

to maintain balance. This is especially litely if the choice of victim

is thou^t to be random or if the victim is perceived to be similar to

the observer (Shaver, 1980) . However, if it is possible to restore the

balance in reality, that option will be chosen over psychological

adjustment (Walster et al., 1973) . Restoring balance seems necessary

for both dDservers and victims of injustice and is acccxiiplished by

manipulating the values of inputs and outcomes. Ihis is quite

disguised in scare situations. For example, women in our society are

ejqsected to refrain frcro acting in "suggestive" ways if they are not

interested in capturing sexual attention (Burt, 1980) . If a woman is

raped, observers in search of reasons why the rape occurred may blame

the victim for her ajpearance, clothing or behavior, which reduces the

psychological discomfort of the observer by pairing negative inputs

with a negative outccsne.

Victims themselves are also typically motivated to discard the

victim status as rapidly cis possible. The emotional response to

victimization is commonly a negative stress reaction (Janoff-Bulman &
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Meze, 1983)
.

Oopii^ with this str^ becanes the mjor fcx:us of

cognitive activity (Fol3arBn, 1984; stone & Neale, 1984) and my take a
number of forms such as 'minimization' of the event (Burgess &

Holmstrom, 1979), redefinition of the event (Sch^e & Bart, 1980) or

self-blame (Burgess & Holmstran, 1979; Frieze et al., 1987). This new

interpretation of the data may provide victims with the experience of

regained control over their lives, and a removal of the victim label.

However, if the victimization is sexual assault or domestic violence

against women, this cognitive restructuring is unlikely to prxanote

consideration that the event may be related to groi^> relations between

men and women, or spark a groip political response. Other forms of

discrimination against women, v^ch may be more or less likely labelled

victimization, by the self or others, ar^ similarly unlikely to praipt

a collective response.

Another explanation for women's failure to identify themselves as

a victimized groi^ concerns crossed category memberships. As Deschamps

and Doise (1978) suggest, "a crossed structure, based on multiple

memberships which cross each other's borders, reduces confrontations

between the segments of a society" (p. 142) . In reference to women,

possibly the best example of this is heterosexual marriage. In Western

culture, i:^n marriage, a woman pledges loyalty and honor to her

husband. This loyalty may make it difficult for individual women

emotionally, oognitively, and behaviorally to st^jport the groiqp 'women'

in a struggle against societal male dcminance (Lipjnan-Blumen &

Tickarayer, 1975) . Although under many conditions, a reduction in

tension between groups is a positive outcoaue, v*ien there is clear

discrimination directed by a superordinate grotp at a subordinate
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grxx^, crossed category memberships may be detxtoital to the

subordinate group's atterrpts to gain equality. Black-Ai^icans have
exhibited a greater sense of theor^ves as a collective, social entity

than have since the I960^s (Gurin et al.
, 1980) . ihis may be, in

part, a consequence of the relentless segr^tion of blacks, making

racially crossed category memberships relatively improbable. Blacks

presently are more likely to see themselves first as members of

racial category than women are to see themselves first as members of

gender category (Gurin et al., 1980).

Faye Crosby (1984) found in a study of job satisfaction that,

althou^ women earned substantially less than men, and were awar^ of

societal discrimimtion against women, they did not believe they were

personally victims of sex discrimination and, in fact were as satisfied

with their employment situations as were men. One important reason

posited for this discrepency between the reality of discrimination and

vramen^s experience is that it is difficult to determine discrimination

from a single case, especially when it is one's own. Providing

consensus information may increase the probability that individuals

will attribute causality to situational rather that personal factors

(Nisbett & Ross, 1980) , but consensus information is under-utilized.

Crosby states.

In most occupations, the distribution of outcomes
and c^3portunities within an organization varies as
a function of poorly formulated and hi^ily ccaiplex
attributes. Promotions, high salaries, honors, and
grants in the academic world, for example
sqfposedly go to those viho are intelligent,
creative, and dedicated. The criteria lack
precision, to say the least. When a female or a
minority group member fails to be promoted, she may
attribute her failure to her publication record,
her grantmanship, her departmental citizenship, or
her interpersonal style; she is bound to differ
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fran^the nom on at least one of these dimensions.

Thus, E«:sonal attributes, rather than the general relationship between
men and wcsmen, are blamed.

2. Gender Identification And Political Consciousness

This brings us once again to Tajfel's interindividual-intergroup

cxDntinoum. Two specific questions arise. Fiist, v^t conditions will

lead a woman to perceive herself as irore a gro^ member of the social

groi^ women and less one individual woman? Second, vdiat conditions

will lead a woman to organize world ej^iences more in terms of group

relations between women and men and less in terms of her relations with

individual others? Gurin and her collegues (Gurin et al., 1980; Miller

et al., 1981; Gurin, 1985; Gurin & Townsend, 1986) have used the terms

stratum identification and stratum consciousness to refer respectively

to "cognitions.
. .about a person's relation to others within a stratum

[and] .. .about a stratum's position within a society" (Gurin et al.,

1980; p. 30) . Gurin's research groi^ has addressed questions

concerning identification and consciousness to members of a number of

strata, including blacks, working class pecple, elders, and women.

The original operationalization of the identification construct

was a question assessing perceived similarity. This single perception

was thou^t to be indicative of subjective stratum identification.

Identification with wcanen, therefore, was assumed if a woman perceived

herself as similar to other members of the groi^j women. Treatment of

identification as a multidimensional construct began in 1979, as

documented in Gurin and Townsend (1986) . The consciousness construct

is demarcated based on the stratum's relationship with other strata.
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specifically, this includes a) power discontent, defined as the belief
that one's groi^ has less power than its superordinate counterpart; b)

agreeanent that there should ^ discrepency, and attribution of

blame for the imbalance to societal rather than per^nal factors; and

c) a collectivist orientation toward change.

Responses from individuals interviewed in the 1972 National

Election Study (Gurin et al., 1980) indicate that in comparison to the

other subordinate strata, blacks, workingmen [sic], and older people,

vomen were least stratum identified. Furthermore, ^en membership in

the women category competed with any or all of the other three strata,

strong identification with women fell far behind strong identification

with blacks or older pecple but was nearly equivalent to that with

workingmen. Also, consciousness was quite weak for women, especially

in comparison with blacdcs or elders. Miller et al. (1981) used data

from the 1972 and 1976 National Election Studies to assess the

relationship of stratum identification and consciousness to the

political participation of blacks and whites, poor pecple and

businessmen, young and old, and women. They looked at responses to the

similarity, discontent, and attribution of blame questions, and

responses to a question regarding in-groi?) preference and out-group

hostility. Hiey found that for blacks, the poor, and women, electoral

turnout was best predicted by an interactive relationship among

identification, power discontent, and societal attribution of blame. A

similar pattern was discovered for non-electoral political

participation, vMch included the activities of petition signing, groijp

political activity, and contacting political leaders. Each of these
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participatory behaviors (inclvxiix^ votii>g itself) ar^ considered

behavioral manifestations of group consciousness.

Gurin (1985) looked at charges in v^'s identification and

oonscica^ frcm 1972 to 1983 usii^ National Election Study data froa

1972 and 1976 with consumer survey information from 1983. Uttle
change in identification or collective orientation ves evident.

However, substantial increases in power discc»itent and societal

attribution of blame were documented. Gurin explains this pattern of

results as indicative of a small change in women's appraisal of women's

position in society and a much larger chaise in their perception of

men's ri^t to "economic si^iority, privilege, and power." in an

analysis of the demographic data of 742 women interviewed in 1972 and

1976, Gurin found that more educated and younger women were

significantly more identified, discontented, and rejecting of

legitimacy in 1976. Labor force and marital status contributed little

to the analysis of change.

Gurin and Townsend (1986) r^rt findings concerning the

relationship between identification and consciousness in wcmen. Here

identification is treated as a multidimensional construct, including

similarity, centrality, and caramon fate. The centrality construct is

specifically defined as the amount of time spent thinldng about being a

wcanan and what wonen have in ccaranon with men. Ocanmon fate is the

perc^>tion that one's own outcanes are related to the outcomes of the

group as a v^ole. Interrelationsliips among similarity, centrality, and

ccaranon fate were also considered. It was expected that each of these

three identification coirponents .would differentially relate to the

consciousness coirponents. Evidence from national U.S. surveys in 1979
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are
and 1983 suggests that all three identification canponents

significantly correlated with power discontent althoo^ the previous

single measure of identification, similarity, was relatively

uniitportant in relation to consciousness. Ccmron fate seemed to be
Host consistently related to consciousness, especially to the

legitimacy component. CJcnpared with the earlier research, this

research reports a generally hi^er proportion of scoring stratum

identified and stratum conscious on all measures.

More recently, Gurin and Markus (1988) have further ejq^lored the

csentrality dimension. Biey define centrality as durable salience.

Women are divided into groi^ based on two measures of centrality, one

a question about how much time is spent thinking about being a woman,

the second, their responses to the question "v^o am I?" Answers to the

first question were strongly related to the processing of gixxip

relevant information and on evaluations of similar and non-similar

others. However, individuals v^o answered with variants of "female" to

the question "^o am I?" did not differ significantly fram those viho

did not in their evaluations of similar and non-similar others.

Although Gurin and her colleagues do not suggest a sequence of

develcpnent of gender identification and consciousness, a sequence may

be derived from her work and that of others. There is agreement, in

theory, that identification must precede groi?) consciousness and that

grcxap consciousness corponents include discontent over reward

distribution, decisions indicating lack of acceptance of this

distribution, and a belief in collective action to institute change

(Morris & Murphy, 1966; Jackman & Jackman, 1973; Gurin, et al. 1980).

Consensus also exists that the order of these cognitive tasks is as
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prated above (landecker, 1963; fforris S n^y, i^es; I^ett, 1968;
Williams, 1975).

The order of cx«nponents of gender identification is more

problematic. Gurin and Townsend (1986) provide some theoretical

background on which to base an ordering scheme. P^ption of

similarity is thought necessarily to precede a sense of common fate.

Common fate is seen as a special case of similarity, where group

members are not only thought to be similar but also to be treated

similarly. If groi^ membership needs to be important before it becomes

central to the self, then similarity should precede centrality also.

However, it is conceivable that either centrality or common fate

appears iinmediately after similarity. Overall, a plausible sequence of

development of gender identification and consciousness using Gurin and

Townsend's (1986) measures would appear as follows: l) similarity, 2

or 3) centrality, 3 or 2) common fate, 4) discontent, 5) illegitimacy,

and 6) c»llectivism.

Further support for the identificatiorv^consciousness construct is

provided by Rowland (1986) in her interview study of women v^o do and

do not si^jport the women's movement. She finds that in comparison to

femininsts, antifeminists have little perception of themselves as

members of the groip 'wonen' , do not agree that women as a group are

oppressed, believe that sex differences between men and women are

biologically determined, and view success as reflective of individual

merit and failure as a personal rather than societal problem.
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D. The Pnosent Resp-amh

PTWious theory and research offer numerous legitimate reasons for
an individual vonan to refrain from identifying with women and

si^porting the women's movement; women believe that outcomes, good or
bad, are deserved, so women are not seen as unduly victimized; women

are motivated to see themselves positively, not as victims, so they may

not see themselves as meirtoers of a victimized groip; crossed category

inemberships link women's outcomes with men, makii^ action or even

cognition, against men very unconfortable; lack of consensus

information or lack of use of that information creates the illusion

that a victimized wcanan stands alone. It seems, at the cognitive

level, that remaining unconscious, if not unidentified, is the path of

least resistance. To became a feminist, to turn frxxn societally

sanctioned traditional values, is likely to require a great deal of

effort. Possibly, feminism exists at the end of a path that is marked

by a number of tasks that each must be mastered before continuing along

to the next. In this sense, it may be said that feminism is

incrementally learned.

Women are discriminated against at the group level. Women are

more or less likely to align themselves with other women, to recognize

outoone discrepencies between men and women, and to support collective

social change on behalf of weaken. Ihe feminist is an advocate of

collective social change. Who does she believe should hold positions

of power in society? Possibly, her preference is for all women and no

men to have pcwer, if the struggle for wcanen's ri^ts is viewed as a

wrestling match for pcwer between a subordinate and superordinate

stratum. Or possibly, she would reject a cultural ideal of mascalinity
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and its associated approach to and prefer nore feminine leaders,
or altermtively, she may prefer non-tmditional individuals to hold
power, to foster a breakdown of the entire concept of gender roles.

Similar questions may be asked about non-feminists. Do they simply

prefer the status quo, generally with males in power, and women

subordinate? And if they do si^rt a reorganization, along what

lines? Should masculinity reign, regarxUess of sex, or is there room

for traditional feminine values to influence leadership? What about

cross sex-typed individuals?

Consistently strong evidence in the social psychological

literature suggests that people like others who are perceived as

similar (Br^^, 1969) . Perception of similarity and liking, then, are

parts of identification with an in-qroup. When we ask subjects to rate

and rank targets who differ by sex and sex-type, we ar^ asking them, in

part, to identify their preferred groups, either an in-group or a

reference group, ihe individual difference measures that ar^ included

in this study allow us the opportunity to determine better what

elements of women's attitudes about self, other women, men, and others

in general best predict the results of this prtX3ess.

Although feminism has edready been defined here as support for a

collective movement for women's rights, this is certainly not the only

definition avaliable. For example, Andrea Dworkin (1983) defines

feminism as "a radical stance against double standards in rights and

responsibilities, and... a revolutionary advocacy of a single standard

of human freedom." The empirical implications of this definition are

different than if we see feminism as a specific social movement.

Dworkin's definition directs us to equality, v^here not only must women
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be ec^ to n^, vice versa, arxa rx.t only are axxi e^^^
t«t all gro^ Of people. ^ iixiivic^ difference n^asur^ assessing
attitudes toward equality were included in this research.

The sex-Role Egalitarianism Scale (SRES; Kii^ et al., 1981; Beere
et al., 1984) measures thed^ to vAucii one holds, "an attitude that

causes one to respond to another individual independently of the other

individual's sex" (Beere et al., 1984; p. 564). m contrast to the

often used Attitudes Toward Women Scale (AWS; spence & Helmreich,

1972)
,
the SRES nveasures discriminatory attitudes toward men in non-

traditional roles as well as toward wanen. All items request a degree-

of-agreement judgment based on a comparison between men and women.

Construct validity analyses of the SRES have been undertaken by

Beere et al. (1984) . As they had hypothesized, men scored lower on the

SRES than women. Also, business majors, police officers, and senior

citizens scored lower in comparison with psychology majors and

undergraduate college students in general. King and King (1986)

administered the SRES and the AWS to determine if sex-role

egalitarianism and attitudes toward women are essentially the same.

Ihey also included personality measures. They found that, althou^

much of the variance is shared between the two measures, the

individuals v*io scored hi^ on the SRES were not the same as those who

scored hi^ on the AWS. Their conclusion, based on multiple regression

analysis, was that the SRES taps the traditional-egalitarian dimension

vMle the AWS taps the traditional-feminist dimension. However, with

the problem of delineating a ccanmonly agreed yjpon c^)erationalization of

the feminism construct, it might be unwise to become attached to this

distinction. Dvorkin's definition of feminism would be operationalized
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with the SRES, not the Attit^es tc^ Wanen scale, and not the
collectivism measure of gender consciousness.

in research, similar to the rankii^ task of the present researxi.,

Ki:^ and Kir^ (1983) asked mle ar^ ferale subjects to judge nale and
fenale job candidates for stereotypically irasculine or feninine jobs.

SRES scores comprised an individual differs variable. In a second

study they asked subjects to comment on administmtive decisions

previously made allocatii^ rescur.^ favoring nales, favoring ferales,

or favoring neither. The results supported the authors' expectation

that sex-role egalitarian attitudes lead to decision-makii^ less

influenced by the sex of the target.

The second scale assessing attitudes toward equality taps into

domains outside of sex-roles. We have develcped the tripartite Rights

and Opportunities Scale (ROS) to answer three questions. In the United

States today, do all people share an equal ri^t and opportunity to

gain valued outcories? Second, should outcomes be distributed according

to distinctions between social groi^js? Third, should ri^ts and

opportunities be offered in such a way as to make up for past

discrimination, as in affirmative action programs? These thr^ scales

were designed to be loosely analogous to the three consciousness

components of the gender identification and consciousness scale (GI/C)

.

The overall purpose of develcping and using the ROS was to assess the

degree to vMch participants' gender consciousness is congruent with

their attitudes about issues of equality concerning other sub- and

siperordinate social grot^s.

The Bem Sex-Role Inventory (Bem, 1974) was included to measure the

personal sex-type of each participant. This scale offers masculine and
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feminine attributes for endorsenent and allows us to generate a score

for each individual on each of the two s^te dimensions of

masailinity and fenininity. Ihe study of stereotypes of and ir^
has provided a picture of expected and aoc^jted roles for each.

Cliftc^ et al. (1976) found that three types of women described in

response to the question, "What words cane to your mind vAienI say

vonan?" iwo of these generalized vor^ exemplify d^«ndence on men:

the housewife and the sex-object, ihe third, termed the independent

wonan, includes traits ascribed to career women, athletes, and

clubwomen, ihe BSRI trait list taps into the dependent housewife

domain and into the independent woman domain, the former in terms of

femininity, the latter in terms of masculinity.

E. Expectationc;

Ejqjectations about the outccane of this research ranged from the

very specific to the very general and ej^loratory. Our ejqpectations

follow.

1. Cognitive Develexnent Of Feminism

Cur first idea is that feminism develops throu^ a series of

ordered cognitions. First, the individual becomes identified with the

group wcanen, and second, gains a politicized consciousness toward the

relations between wcauan and men. Feminism, defined as sii^port for a

movement for women's ri^ts, is adapted in the last stage of

development of gender identification and consciousness. Ihe prqposed

sequence of cognitions is as follows: 1) I think I am like other women,

2 or 3) I think about being a wcman quite often, 3 or 2) I believe that
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happens to women in general is directly related to what happens to
ir^, 4) I believe that women have too little power relative to men, 5) i

thirfc that men hold their excess of power illegitimately, that the

reason men have more power is that women are discrimimted agaiiist and

6) I believe that the solution to the power disparity lies in

collective action geared toward gainii^ rights for all women.

Gurin and Townsend (1986) provide a measure for each of the six

cognitions above. Using these measures and Guttitan analyses, we can

test the hypothesis that these cognitions appear in the prxposed order

in our participants. The Guttatnan model is represented by a series of

questions that can be ordered by their degr^ of difficulty, such that

if a test-taker answers one question correctly, all easier questions

would also be answered correctly. Conversely, if one question is

answered incorrectly, all more difficult questions would also be

answered incorrectly. Guttman analysis takes individual scores on all

items and assesses the degree to which the items actually do conform to

the Guttman model, ihe six prc^xDsed measures of gender identification

and consciousness can be adapted for testing against the Guttman model.

To the degree that the measures conform to the model in their proposed

sequence, we have a developnental model of feminism.

2. Individual Differences

A general prediction concerning the relationship among gender

identification, gender consciousness, sex-role egalitarianisra, general

egalitarianism, and personal sex-type is that they are each related to

the other. We believe that each is a measure of placement on a

traditionalism-non-traditionalism continuum. Greater identification,
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conscicx^, egalitariani^, arxl nasculinity, and less fe^nininity are
all associated with non-traditiomlism in initially, ferdnism

^ thou^t to underlie the ineasures, since measures wer^ selected for

inclusion as ve answered. Who is a woman who si^rts the feminist

r^er^t for wanen's rights? Hc^er, with the discovery that fenimsm
itself is not singularly defined, this belief declined. Possibly

instead, two sub-dimensions may appear, one a traditional-feminist

dimension and the other a traditional-egalitarian dimension, as

differentiatied by King and King (1986)

.

We propose a number of more specific relationships. Sex-role

egalitarianism is expected to be strongly related to agreement that men

illegitimately hold greater power than women. Given that the purpose

of the Ri^ts and Opportunities Scale is to assess the relationship

between attitudes toward equality in and out of the gender domain,

three ejqjectations arise. First, participants' discontent with present

power relations between men and women will be positively related to

agreement that equality does not presently exist among other social

grtx^. Second, agreement that men illegitimately have greater power

than women will be positively related to agreement that all social

grtx^DS should have equal ri^ts and opportunities. Third, endorsement

of the wcanen's movement and collective action toward change will be

more positively associated with endorsement of affirmative action than

either of the other two ROS subscales.

The last predictions concern personal sex-type. We propose that a

masculine sex-type will be positively correlated with gender

identification and consciousness. Femininity is eixpected to be

negatively correlated with gender identification and consciousness. The
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qualities associated with traditional masculinity (i.e., assertive,

strong personality, able to starxi alone) my be required for a woran to
reject the status quo power iirt^anc^ between inen and Ihe mor^

docile nature of traditional femininity is less liJcely to inspire such

activity, correlational analyses will be used to test all pmiictions

about relationships among individual differences.

3. Rating And Ranking Targets

Although it was of interest to learn how women in general would

rate and rank targets, we have not attended to this issue, and

therefore make no predictions. Individual difference effects on

decision-making about targets were more a focus of concern. All

individual difference measures fall on a traditional-non-traditional

diinension, althoo^ we are not sure how to represent non-

traditionalism. Feminist and egalitarian attitudes are anti-status

quo, and therefore anti-tradition. Leadership is traditionally a male

and masculine domain. When participants are requested to rate and rank

targets v*io differ by sex and sex-type, it is expected that traditional

participants will rate and rank targets who conform to the leader

stereotype (male and/or masculine) higher than will participants who

are non-tradtional. Conversely, non-traditional participants are

e^qsected to rate and rank female and/or feminine targets hi^er than

will traditional participants. Finally, non-traditional participants

are expected to rate and rank cross sex-typed targets higher than will

traditional participants.
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CHAPTER II

MBIHOD

A. Overvimj

One hundred and twelve women were asked to rate and rank

applicants for valued leadership training positions, in this repeated

measures design, the she applicants differed by crossed combinations of

sex (male, female) and sex-type (masculine, neutral, feminine)

.

Targets were rated on three competency-based dimensions and two

interpersonal dimensions. Participants also answered questions

regarding their identification as women, beliefs about the relationship

of women and men, beliefs about egalitarianism both in and out of the

gender domain, and their own sex-type relevant attributes.

Participants filled out the paper and pencil measures in grtx^js of 6 to

15.

B. Participants

One hundred and seventeen undergraduate women volunteered to

participate in the study. The were recruited exclusively frm

psychology classes for a study on "the effects of personal

characteristics on decision-making." Participants were awarded course

credit for their assistance. Five individuals were removed from all

analyses as a result of negative answers to one or more of four

questions designed to determine if participants were paying attention

to questions.
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Participants were predomi^y ^^e ard middle class. Ninety-
six percent of the sanple fell in the age r^nge between 17 and 22; the
Older students were almost exclusively psychology :,«jors, while the
yc«nger stadents were often liberal arts or undeclared mjors. Ihe
sanple was predaninantly heterose»«l, a«3 about half were involved in

cxMoitted ranantic relationships. Participants were also mosUy
atholic or Rrotestant, and «,re litely to be »xlerate to liberal

than conservative and to t« politically affiliated as Indepe«Jents or

Democrats.

C. ffeasurgy;

In this mixed ej^jerimental-oorrelational design, participants

first responded to esq^erimental manipulations of target sex and sex-

type, and second, to questions about themselves. As a result, measures

fall into two broad categories, application response measure and

individual difference measures, i^jpendix A.l contains all the

materials used in the study; the following text includes a detailed

description of the various measures.

1. i^lications

A series of six applications to a fictional leadership training

program was develcped to allow participants to assess targets v*io

differed along sex (male, female) and sex-type (masculine, neutral,

feminine) dimensions. Ihe applicants were presented as upper-level

undergraduate college students seeking entry to a hi^y ccxrpetitive

national training program. Information was displayed on each

application regarding the fictional ajplicant's college major, work
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-Perience, hcbbies, a,^ personal d^cteristics. Initially, eighteen
arelications develc^ and thirty fe«le stuJents judged than on
the probable sex of the applicant, traditionality of sex-type, a«l

c»5«tence to participate in a leader^p pr^. ^ applications

fran each sex-type (nasc«line, fe„i^, ^ ^ ^
these dimensions. AK>enai^ A.2 presents the^ afplication scores of
those selected.

In this study, it was planned that each participant would see all

six of the selected applications. The six applications represented a

masculine male, a neutral male, a feminine male, a masculine female, a

neutral female, and a feminine female. Since each participant was to

see, for example, both a masculine male and a masculine female, two

representations of masculinity were required. An essential purpose of

the pilot study was to find two representations of masculinity (as well

as neutrality and femininity) that would be as equal as possible, so

differences in participant responses to the masculine male and

masculine female could be unequivocally attributed to the sex

manipulation, and not to differences between the two representations of

masculinity. Of course, the need for equivalence had to be balanced

with the need to convince participants that the applicants were real.

As a result, the two representations had to appear as two different

people.

Since the two representations within each sex-type category were

different, a between-subject variable was introduced to allow

separation of any effects that might result frcm the manipulation of

sex within each sex-type category from effects due to real differences

between the applications. This variable is best explained by
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cx^ntinoing to use the n^u^ mle/n«sc^ine fenale exanple. .he tv^
representations of masculinity can be labelled by the college major
that Characterizes each of them; aert^pace ervgineerii^ and polymer

science, ihe manipulation was simply that half the participants

reviewed a male aerospace engineerir^ student and a female polymer

science student, while the other half reviewed a female aerospace

engineering student and a male polymer science student, ihe

oanbination of sex and representation was similarly manipulated in the

neutral and feminine sex-type categories. The variable will be

referred to as the "combination" variable. Using college major as a

label for each representation, the two sets of applications that

resulted from this manipulation appear below:

Combination

Sex by sex-type
cross of target

Male maisculine
Female masculine

Male neutral
Female neutral

Male feminine
Female feminine

Aerospace engineering
Polymer science

History
Oanmunications

Elementary education
Social work

Polymer science
Aerospace engineering

Communications
History

Social work
Elementary education

The order of presentation of applications was also manipulated

as a between-suject variable. With the constraint that applications

could not be ordered in any of a number of systematic ways (e.g. male-

female, male-female, male-female or neutral-neutral, feminine-

feminine, masculine-masculine) , four orders were initially developed.

Proper consideration was not given, hcwever, to the relationship of

order to ccanbination, and as a result, the four orders associated with
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agination 1 are not the in ter^ of sex crossed with sex-type,

as the fc«r orders associated with Oc^bination 2. An exaitple of the

jjxxangruity follows.

order of
presentation Oambination

^ 2

"T^^ "^^^ neutral female
(history) (history)

^' fenunine female feminine male
(social work) (social work)

3. masculine male masculine female
(aerospace engineer) (aerospace engineer)

4- feminine male feminine female
(elGmentary education) (elementary education)

^' neutral female neutral male
(communications) (communications)

^* masculine female masculine male
(polymer science) (polymer science)

When presented in this way, it is apparent where the error lies. For

presentation order to be the same in Combination 1 and 2, the fir^t

application, for example, in C3ambination 2 should be the combination of

male and the other representation of neutrality, the communications

major. However, when making the Combination 2 applications from a

Oambination 1 template, representation was held constant (as history

major) while the sex was changed (to female) instead of sex being held

constant (as male) while the representation was changed (to

communications) . The end result is that order is nested within, rather

than crossed with oambination. Interaction effects between order and

ccanbination cannot be extricated, leaving one source of variance

unavailable for inspection. Ihe eight presentations of applications

are listed in Appendix A. 3.

l^n ccmpleting development of orders and conbinations, a total of

15 of each of the eight presentations were presented randomly to
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participants with the other material discussed belo«. Ihese t>«
differences in presentation ara the only bet>«en-subject .««,ipulations

in the study, otheivise, all participants received identical

materials.

Five questions appear at the bottom of each application. Each on a

ten-point scale, they ask of the participant, l) would you offer this

individual a position in the Winter Leader^p Training Conference?, 2)

How much do you think you would like this person?, 3) If this

individual is accepted to the Conference, how much do you think others

would like this person?, 4) How competent do you think this person is?,

and 5) If accepted into the WliTC, how much potential do you think this

person has to became an outstanding leader?

After the participants had responded to each application, they

were requested to rank the applicants as thou^ the participants

themselves were responsible for filling positions in the Conference.

2. Individual Differences

a« Gender Identification And Consciousness

Gurin's measures were used to assess the gender identification and

consciousness of college women. Sane modifications were introduced to

better orient the measures to a college population and to address some

issues raised in the previous research. Sane demographic variables

that cire predictors of gender consciousness are constants in the

student population; educational level and age are clearly two. In the

prior studies, lists of social groups were provided to participants in

the similarity and discontent measures. Sane listed groups that seemed

uninportant in this research were replaced; ethnic and sexual
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preference grcx^ v^ch are clearly present and visible on the

university of Massachusetts campus were included instead of regional

grtx^. A final set of changes was made in the types of scales used.

What were shtple dichotomous scales in Gurin's measures became Likert

scales in the present study.

i. Simlarity . I^icipants were asked to look at a list of 19

category labels including sex, racial, political, class, ethnic,

religious, and sexual-orientation groups and respond by circling

categories in response to the question, '-Which of these groups do you

feel particulary close to-people who are most like you in their ideas

and interests and feelings about things?" They were also requested to

indicate v^ch single groi^) they feel closest to. Three response

categories resulted; high similarity if participants are "closest" to

"women", moderate similarity if participants are "close" but not

"closest" to "women", and low similarity if "wonen" is not circled at
o

all.

ii. Centrality. The cognitive component of centrality is defined

as the mental time spent thinking about the object over time (Converse,

1970) . Participants were asked to respond to, "How often in your

everyday life do you think about being a woman and what you have in

caramon with women and men?" on a 10-point scale. Hi^ centrality is

reflected in higher numbered responses.

iii. Canmon Fate . COranon fate is conceptualized as the degree to

vAiich personal and group outccroes are linked in the perception of the
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indivic^. I^icipants asl^, „Do ycxi thix^ that v*^t happen
to generally in this cxxmtry will have sanething to do with what
happens in your life?" Also, participants wer^ asked to answer, "Do
you think that the movement for women's rights has affected you

personally?" 'Ten-point scales offered with both questions. High
cxxmnon fate is evidenced by high rmter^i responses to both questions.

iv. Disgonteit. The same 19 social category list was used as in

the similarity measure. Participants wer^ told, "Some people think

that certain groups have too much influence in American life and

politics, while other pecple feel that certain groi^ don't have as

Mich influence as they deserve." This time participants wer^ requested

to respond for each social groi^ to the question, "Does this grxxjp have

(way too much, a bit too much, just enou*^, a bit too litUe, or way

too little) influence in American society?" Discontent is based on

responses to "men" and "women", the hi^est discontent reflects a

response of "way too much" power for "men" and "way too little" for

"women".

V. Illegitimacy. Questions fall into two domains, assessing the

legitimacy of traditional sex-roles and of the disparity of male and

female influence in society. Participants were asked to Strongly

Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree with 11 statements. Two

questions asked specifically whether women "belong" in the home and in

leadership positions in society. Illegitimacy is illustrated by a

positive response to women in leadership roles and a negative response

to women in traditional roles. The remaining questions cisked
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participants to attribute causality for „ale-£a„ale role differences to
struct^ factors or to dispc^itional/genetic reasons. An exa^ie of
the former is '^fcoen have less tcp jcte because our society

discriininates against tha,." An example of the latter is "By nature,

wcmen are happiest viien they are making a hc»B ana caring for

children." A high illegitimacy «»re requires chcosii^ structure ard

rejecting dispositional causes.

Collective Orientation . Collective orientation or

collectivism is conceptualized as si^rt for collective over

individual means toward securing equality with men. First,

participants were asked to Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly

Disagree with four statements concerning the best means toward gaining

equality, for example, "Only if women organize and work together can

anything really be done about discrimination." Then they were asked to

rate, on a ten-point scale, the Equal Ri^ts AmencJment and the Wonen's

Liberation Movement. They were also requested to rate their general

affect towards the Women's Liberation Movement on a ten-point scale. A

hi^ collectivism score results from endorsing the women's movement,

the ERA, and collective responses to disparity between men and women.

b. The Bern Sex-Role Inventory

Participants were administered the Bern Sex-Role Inventory (BSRI;

Bem, 1974) . The BSRI is a list of 60 adjectives. TWenty adjectives

represent cultural stereot^^pes about masculinity (i.e., independent,

assertive)
, twenty represent cultural stereotypes about femininity

(i.e., sympathetic, gentle) and the rest are non-stereotypic on the
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gender di^ion. Participants requested to rate then^ves on a
seven-point scale for all 60 it^. BSRI responses are thought to
be representative Of the individual's j^nal sex-type. Ihe BSRI has
been used extensively to categorize individuals as androgynous (high

femininity, high masculinity)
, feminine (high femininity, low

masculinity)
,
masculine (hi^ masculinity, low femininity) , and

undifferentiated (low femininity, low masculinity) . However, in the

present research, scores were simply used to r^resent individual

differences in degree of sex-typii^ on the masculine and feminine

dimensions.

c. The Sex-Role Eoalitarianism .qralp

Participants were asked 25 questions assessing their attitudes

towards the gender-relevant social roles of others. The 25 questions

cxxnpose a short form of the Sex-Role Egalitarianism Scale (King et al.

,

1981; Beere et al., 1984). Ihe questions address the perc^iver's

propensity to judge targets positively for holding social roles

ind^jendent of the oongruity between the sex of the target and the sex-

type of the particular role. Hi^er egalitarianism is viewed as

agreement that one^s maleness or femaleness should not be a factor in

social roles, for example, that males and females are equally capable

of caring for children. Items are divided into five categories:

marital roles, parental roles, eirployment roles, social-interpersonal-

heterosexual roles, and educational roles. All questions requested

responses on a 4-point Likert scale with choices Strongly Agree, Agree,

Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. Scores were initially generated for

each category and for the scale as a vdiole. However, the five question
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subscales proved unreliable and were removed fron further analyses.

All SRES analyses refer to the whole scale.

^' Ihe Ricdits And Opportunities <^;:>io

Participants were asked a series of questions assessing their

attitudes toward relations between social gro^ as they are and as

they could be. in the three resulting subscales, the target social

groqpe are not men and women, but other groi^ perceived at times to be

in conflict. Questions either explicitly address issues relevant to

the equality of all groups or of the stereotypes and discriminatory

practices relevant to specific grocnps. Reference is made to the

opportunities of blacks, homosexuals, the poor, and different ethnic

groups. Responses are requested on 4-point Likert scales with the

choices Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. The

subscales are r^resented by statements that explicity address three

issues: 1) Equality of ri^ts and c^rtunities exists in the United

States today, 2) Equal opportunity and ri^ts should be extended to

everyone, regardless of race, ethnicity, sexual orientaion, wealth,

age, religion, or politics, and 3) Groups of people who have heen

discriminated against in the past should be given more than their share

until full equality is reached. These are, respectively, the equality

exists, equality should exist, and affirmative action scales. Scores

were used to position individuals on each of the three dimensions.

e. DemoqrarAiics

Participants were asked their age, major area of college study,

political party membership, political orientation, religion.
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religiosity, sources of college fundii^, ronantic imolveraeirt, and
sexual preference.

D. ProcediiTTP

Participants were tested in gro^ of 6-15 individuals by a female

experimenter. Materials were presented in the followii^ order:

applications, the Bern Sex-role Inventory, a combined SRES and ROS, the

gender identification and consciousness measures, and lastly,

demographics. Participants were introduced to the decision making task

with the suggestion that important decisions are often made with less

than optimal consideration of objective information. Given the

negative implications of this, therefore, we would be interested in

exploring the ways different amounts and types of dDjective information

could interact with personal characteristics to produce a particular

response pattern. Ihey were also told that we were workirg in

conjunction with a real program, and that their responses to applicants

would be compared to responses made by the program's admission

oanmittee. With this in mind, participants were asked to to review the

six applications, then rate them. Ihey were also asked to "answer

questions about [their] attitudes, opinions, personality, and life

history, [so we] can look for relationships between decision-maker

characteristics and the decisions themselves." After they ranked the

applications, the ccmpleted part of the study was given to the

e3q)erimenter, and the individual difference measures were dispensed as

a package. The entire procedure required an average of 40 minutes. At

the close of the experiment, participants were given experimental

credit, a written debriefing, and an eiq^ression of appreciation.
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CHAPTER III

RESUUTS

A, Individual ni fferencf^

Individual difference measures fall into two categories: theory-

based measures that were planned a priori ar^ data-based combinations

of variables that resulted from preliminary analyses. The planned

ineasures include the following: the six components and the whole of

gender identification and consciousness (similarity, centr^ity, caramon

fate, discontent, illegitimacy, collectivism) , the Sex-Role

Egalitarianism Scale, the three components of the Ri^ts and

Opportunities Scale (equality exists, equality should exist,

affirmative action) , and the masculinity and femininity subscales of

the Bem Sex-Role Inventory. Results of initial analyses of the Rights

and Opportunities Scale will be discussed first, since it is a new

scale, followed by 1) information ooneming the generation of data-

based scales, 2) the developmental model of feminism, and 3) results of

analyses of relationships among all the individual difference

variables. Table 3.1 appears first, however, as a reference guide

providing basic information regarding all individual difference

variables. The table, v*iich appears on page 68, includes the full

name, mean, standard deviation, coefficient alpha, number of items,

range, and al±>reviation for each variable addressed below. It will be

referred to often, and is very useful for deciphering the numerous

a}±)reviations in this chapter.
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1. Adopting New Variables

Since this research was intendaJ, in part, to develop a broadened

oono^ion of feminism, analyses were undertaken to consider the

usefulness of combinations of variables, similar analyses were

conducted to evaluate the success of construction of the PDS, a new

scale. Rules were developed to aid in this verification prxDcess.

New variables were adopted when three requirements were met or

nearly met. First, in the factor analysis on the relevant scale or

scales, items had to load together. Beyond this, the combination of

items also had to display some face validity, if these two conditions

were met, reliability analysis was performed, and the new variable was

accepted if coefficient alpha exceeded .70. ihis process is explained

in detail below for each new variable that did meet these standards.

a* Ihe Rights And Opportunities Scale

Initially, 30 items concerning the rights and opportunities of

Americans were included in the questionnaire. A preliminary Cronbach's

alpha reliability estimate suggested that certain items were not making

a positive contribution to the scale. Ihese items were removed frtan

further analyses. A principal components analysis extracted seven

factors from the remaining 22 items. After varimax rotation, the first

three factors generally represented the anticipated subscales: equality

does not exist (EE) , equality should exist (SE) , and affirmative action

(AA) . Of the seven EE itens, six appear in Factor 1, along with one SE

item, stating "Equal opportunity and rights should be extended to

everyone, regardless of race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, wealth,

age, religion or politics." This is the defining statement of SE, and
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it also appears in Factor 2, with fcxir of the renaining seven SE iten..

TW> AA it^ also loaded on Factor 2, "i^ie who have hc^ should

donate time and money to build homes for people who don't" and "ihe

U.S. govenrment should return portions of ancestral lands to Native

American Indians even though others who pr^Uy live ther^ may have

to leave." The first of these items also loads on Factor 3, along with

four of the remaining five AA items, and one SE item, "Efeople of

different races should marry if they want to." items, means, and

loadings appear in Appendix B.

The three factors accounted for 20.0, 11.2, and 9.2 perx^ent of the

total variance. However, they did not fully represent the thr^

subscales of the ROS as they had originally been developed. Since a

choice had to be made about what to do with "misplaced" items, we

decided to leave the a priori item groupings as they were. This was an

admittedly arbitrary decision, based on two points. First, the scales

were statistically reliable in their a priori form. Subscale

reliability coefficients are presented in Table 3.1. Second, a glance

at the few items that did not load with their a priori counterparts

suggested that a reorganization would not make conceptual sense. For

example, one of these items was "Ihe U.S. government should return

portions of ancestral lands to Native American Indians even though

others who presently live there may have to leave." Although it is

reasonable that this item should load with the "equality should exist"

items, the question also epitomizes the affirmative action issue,

suggesting some overlap between the two scales. Overlap had the effect

of increcising the correlation among subscales, a result that did not

seem particularly undesirable.
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^* General PcMer niscontent

in the discontent subscale of Gl/c, participants wei^ asked to

state Whether 19 social groups had tcx. iroch, too litUe, or just enough

power in society. When their 19 responses werc entered into a

principal components analysis and treated to varimax rotation, five

orthogonal factors resulted. Factor 1 accounted for 37.2 percent of

the total variance. The seven groups with high positive factor

loadings are all traditionally discriminated against groups, while

those with the high negative loadings are traditionally quite powerful.

General power discontent I (PDl) is a linear combination of the nine

Factor 1 items that had factor loadings above .50 or below

-.50. Scores for each of the seven positively loaded items were

summed, and then the sum of the two negatively loaded items was

subtracted frcam the positive sum.

Factor 3 was also a meaningful canbination of items. High

negative loadings appeared for whites, heterosexuals, and conservatives

on this factor. Scores on these three items were summed, creating the

General power discontent II variable. This factor accounted for 7.6

percent of the total variance. The item means and factor loadings for

the two factors are presented in Appendix B. Reliabilities for the two

new variables are presented in Table 3.1.

c. General Ecralitarianism And Displeasure With the Status Quo

Principal coarponents analysis of summed scores of the six gender

identification and consciousness (GI/C) subscales, the three ROS

subscales and the Sex-Role Egalitarianism Scale (SRE) produced three

orthogonal factors after varimax rotation. The ten summed scores
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included in the analysis represent the individual differs attitudes

n^easures. Means and factor loadir^s appear in Appendix B. Factors
items yielded a low alpha reliability and wer^ ther^fo^ not combined

for inclusion in any further analyses. Factor l included high loadir^s

on the SRE, the equality should exist (SE) subscale of the PDS, and the

illegitiiracy subscale of GI/C. It accounted for 34.9 percent of the

total variance. The three items assess egalitarian values, in both

gender relevant and non-lender relevant domains. The general

egalitarianism variable (EGA) is a linear combination of these scores.

Factor 3 included the equality doesn't exist and affirmative action

subscales of the POS and the discontent subscale of GI/C. It accounts

for 11.1 percent of the total variance. These three components suggest

a dimension for displeasure with the currxsnt status of social group

relations in conjunction with endorsement of an affirmative action

solution. The displeasure with the status quo variable (DSQ) is a

linear combination of these scores. Reliabilities are presented in

Table 3.1.

d. Religiosity

Three questions addressed religious matters: religious

participation, religious faith, and spiritual faith. Since together

they form a highly reliable scale, further analyses include them as a

summed unit. This is the PEL variable.

2. The Developmental Model Of Feminism

To test the hypothesis that identification and consciousness

develop progressively through a series of stages, the data from the six
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components of identification and consciousness (SIM, CEN, CDF, DSC,

TU^, OOL) were entered as six items in a Guttman scale analysis, ihe

C^ittanan scale analysis determines if the catponents are unidiir^ional

and cumulative. A scale fits these criteria to the extent that

successful oonpletion of an item is associated with successful

completion of less difficult items, and conversely, the failure to

corrplete an item is associated with failure to complete mor^ difficult

items.

Guttman analysis is most useful with items that can be objectively

defined as successes <3r failures, as with math prttolems. However, if

a decision can be made about how to determine a success, continuous

variables may be used also, in the present context, absolute success

or failure does not exist, so relative success or failure was assumed.

With this in mind, and to maximize the numerical balance of successes

and failures, a threshold point was set at the median for each

component. However, the median did not function adequately as a

threshold on the similarity and discontent subscales because so many

scores fell exactly on it. Thus, analyses were completed using

thresholds both above and below the median. Changing the threshold

maJces success more or less easy to attain by changing the prxportion of

observed scores in each category. Moving the threshold in this way

affects how the Guttman analysis orders ccmponents from least to roost

difficult, and also how closely the coirponents conform to the Guttman

model.

Ihe best Guttman result occured v*ien the SIM threshold was lowered

and the DSC threshold raised (respectively making success less and more

difficult) . Ihe coefficient of reproducibility equalled .78 and the
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coefficient of scalability equalled .45. Althcx^ confidence in a

valid oxtbnan scale recjoires a coefficient of r^roc^acibility upwanJs
Of .90 and a coefficient of scalability at a miniinam of .60, the above

observed coefficients are associated with a theoretically reasonable

order of components. analysis orders the corrponents automatically

to maximize scale validity. Here, the components wer^ ordered from

least to most difficult as 1) similarity, 2) centrality, 3) common

fate, 4) illegitimacy, 5) collective orientation, and 6) discontent.

Exc^ for the placement of discontent as the most difficult component

(lowest prcportion of successes to failures) instead of between common

fate and illegitimacy, the order is as hypothesized a priori.

3. Relationships Among Scales

a* Gender Identification And Oonsciousnf^g

i. Similarity. Of all the participants questioned, 19.7 percent

saw themselves as not similar to other women, 58.9 percent as similar

but not most similar to other women, and the remaining 21.4 perx^ent as

most similar to other wcarven.

The relationship of components of gender identification and

consciousness (GI/C) to each other and to the v^ole scale are presented

as Pearson correlation coefficients in Table 3.2 on page 69. Also

included are correlations of the sum of standardized identification

scores with cctiponent consciousness measures and of summed

consciousness scores with ccaiponent identification measures. Similarity

is positively correlated with all other component measures and with the

v^ole GI/C. Its strongest association is with the centrality measure
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(r-.37, p<.001)
.

Of the three identification measures, it is nost

weakly conr^lated with the suinmed consciousness measure.

ii. Centrality
. Fifty-three percent of participants responded to

this item by using the i^per half of the ten-point scale. The

distribution of scores is normal and l^kurtic (with a sharp peak)

.

Centrality is correlated very stror^ly with all other GI/C measures

exc^ discontent, v*iere the relationship is weaker but still

significant. Centrality also correlates stror^ly with the cambined

consciousness measures.

iii. Common Fate, ihe sum of the two items in the scale has a

mininTum possible value of two and maximum of 20. The observed mean

score was 14.19, with no subject scoring below six; participants saw

their outccanes as more rather than less interdependent with the

outcomes of other women. Caramon fate correlates most strongly with

centrality (r^.43, p<.001) and illegitimacy (r^.46, p<.001). Of the

three identification measures, caramon fate shares the strongest

relationship with consciousness (r=.45, p<.001).

iv. Discontent . Of the 112 participants, five rated women as

having more power in society than men. Ihe remaining participants were

distributed across a range of the five values that represented at its

end points equal power between wcanen and men and women having much less

power than men. Fourteen percent of these received a score of 4 by

rating men as having way too much power and women as having way too

little. The mean score of 2.03 illustrates a moderate sense of women's
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deprivation relative to men. Of all the subscales, discontent is least
related to the others, it is only strongly related to ill^itiiracy

(r=.36, p<.001)
. Discontent is unrelated to comrton fate or

collectivism and veakly related to similarity (r-.is, p<.05) and

centrality (r-.i7, p<.05) . As a result, of the three consciousness

Treasures, it is most weakly related to identification (r-.20, p<.05).

V. Illeqitlmacy . The lowest possible score on this scale is 11.

scores in this sample range from 25 to 44, the maximum possible score.

Within this range, scores are distributed proximately normally, with

a mean of 35.71, and a median and mode of 35. The scores represent

moderate to strong agreement that women should have the same access as

men to societal leadership positions and that the present lack of women

in such roles is illegitimately due to structural causes. Illegitimacy

is strongly correlated (r>.35, p<.001) with all other subscales except

similarity (r^.23, p<.01) . Of the three consciousness measures, it is

most strongly correlated with identification (r^.46, p<.001), and of

all subscales, with the vAiole GI/C (r^.63, p<.001). Part-whole

correlations for all subscales appear in Table 3.2.

vi. Collective Orientation . Scores are distributed quite normally

over the range of possible scores on the collective orientation

measure, with a mean of 30.46. Collective orientation correlates

strongly (r>.26, p<.005) with all other subscales exc^ discontent

(r^.03, n.s.) , and is also quite strongly correlated with the summed

identification measures (r^.41, p<.001). Of all the subscales, only
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collectivi^ does not significantly cx^rrelata with the GI/c as a whole
(r^.l4).

b. Personal Sex-Type

Initially, every participant was assigned a masculinity (BSM) and

fendninity (BSF) score, a sum of the twenty scores on each of the two

subscales of the Bern Sex-Role Inventory. We looked at iterr^^ole

correlations within each subscale and discovered that the BSF had a

number of near zero correlation items. Upon further examination, it

appeared that these items (yielding, shy, flatterable, do not use har^
language, childliJce, soft-spoken, gullible) form a rather negative

picture of femininity in the present age, although maybe not fifteen

years ago, when the scale was developed, ihese items wer^ removed,

leaving 13 items that form a highly reliable scale (alpha=.9l) and

provide a much more positive picture of femininity, including the items

affectionate, loyal, gentle, loves children, tender, warm, eager to

soothe hurt feelings, compassionate, understanding, cheerful, feminine,

sympathetic, and sensitive to the needs of others. It is this scale

that is used in all analyses. On this revised scale, participants

scores are skewed quite drastically toward the feminine end. Of the

possible range of 13 to 91, with the exception of one individual, all

participants scored greater than 49, with a mean soor^ of 75.38.

Scores on the BSF do not significantly correlate with any gender

identification and consciousness measures, as can be seen in Table 3.3

on page 70.

Scores were a little more widely distributed on the BSM than the

BSF. One item was removed from the scale, the trait masculine. It
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was non-significantly cx>n:Blated with the whole BSM, due to its lo^

mean and standard deviation (mea,^2, sd=l.28). Participants mted
thenselves Ic^ on mascailinity, r^ardless of their ratings on other BSM

items, scores could range from 19 to 133; the observed mean was 93.88.

Participants generally rated themselves as high on masculine traits as

well as feminine traits. The BSM is significantly correlated with the

GI/C as a whole (r-.24, p<.01) and with canton fate (r=.29, p<.005).

c. Sex-Role Egalitarianism

Out of a maximum score of 100 (and a minimum of 25) , half of all

participants scored 91 or higher on sex-role egalitarianism. Ihe mean

of 89.95 and standard deviation of 7.35 suggest that our participants

are very sex-role egalitarian. Sex-Role Egalitarianism Scale (SRE)

scores correlate very strongly with the illegitimacy subscale of the

GI/C (r^.67, p<.001) . Ihis is as expected, since both scales have as

their foundation a rejection of traditional division of roles along

gender lines. Correlation coefficients for the SRE with all GI/C

measures appear in Table 3.3.

The SRE correlates significantly also with all other subscales of

gender identification and consciousness. With the GI/C as a whole, the

relationship is very strong (r^.60, p<.001), as it is also with common

fate (r=.40, p<.001) and a collective orientation (r=.36, p<.001). On

the similarity, centrality, and discontent measures, correlations are

somewhat weaker (r<.21, p<.05). The SRE is not significantly

correlated with the BSF but exhibits a positive relationship with the

BSM (r^.25, p<.010).
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d. Ricdits And Opportunities

Values on the vAiole ri^ts and opportunities scale (ROS) may range

from 22 to 88, but the observed values actually fall, with a normal

distribution, in the 51 to 81 range. The mean score is 66.3. This

suggests that participants were generally agreed that equality does not

exist, that it should be attained, and that affirmative action F^teps

are desirable. Ihe RDS is significantly correlated with all the GI/C

measures (Table 3.3) and the SRE (p=.49, p<.001). Correlations among

the three rii^ts and opportunities ccannponents appear in Table 3.4 on

page 71. These relationships vAiile significant, are not particularly

strong, suggesting that the subscales measure different constructs.

Part-v*iole correlations are also presented in Table 3.4.

i. Ecaialitv Does Not Exist . Within a range of values from 7 to

28, the mean score on the equality does not exist (EE) subsccile equals

22.15. With a standard deviation of 2.88, this represents a sairple of

individuals vAio generally agree that equality of ri^ts and

c^3portunities does not presently exist among eill social groins in the

Iftiited States. This measure was intended to be analogous, in a non-

gender relevant domain, to the discontent measure of the GI/C, so it is

of special interest that this relationship, althou^ significant is not

particularly strong (r^.25, p<.010) . Correlations between the EE scale

and other GI/C measures afpear in Table 3.3.

ii. Ecaialitv Should Exist . There is nearly unanimous agreement

among participants that equality of ri<^ts and opportunities is

desirable. Seventy-one of 112 participants (63.4%) responded with a
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positive endorsement of aU items suggesting that equality should

exist. witH a possible scoring rai^e of 24, the mean sooib is only 4

units belo^ the maximum, with a standard deviation of 3.18.

The equality should exist subscale (SE) was intended to measure

participants attitudes towards equality in a non-gender relevant

domain. We anticipated that a stroi^ relationship would emerge between

a positive attitude toward equality here and where gender is relevant.

The relationship then, between the SE scale and the SRE should be quite

strong, and it is (r=.61, p<.005). A similarly stroi^ correlation

should appear between SE and illegitimacy (ILS) , and it does (r-.54,

P<.005) .
Correlations between the SE scale and GI/C measures appear in

Table 3.3.

iii- Affirmative Action. Scores on the affirmative action (AA)

scale are normally distributed across the vAiole range of possible

scores (7-28). The mean score is 15.89, the standard deviation 3.00.

Belief in affirmative action as a solution to inequality is not always

endorsed. We expected that participants more discontented with gender

relations would be more likely to consider affirmative action

acceptable. Gender discontent is significantly but moderately

correlated with AA (r^.20, p<.05) . When participants are divided into

two groips based on discontent scores, the difference between their

corresponding AA scores is highly significant (F(l,110)=9.84, p<.002).

For higher (above the median) discontent participants, the mean AA

score is 17.06, for those less discontented, AA drops to 15.27.

Correlations between AA and other GI/C measures can be found in Table

3.3.
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Similarly, it was e^^^ected that endor^t of affizmative action
would be positively related to agreeir^t that equality should exist. A
look at l^le 3.4 shc^ that this relationship does exist. R^rther

evidence is provided in a one-vey ANOVA, vAiere we looked for mean AA
differences between hi^er and lower SE scorers. Those scorii^ above

the n^an on the SE scale had a mean AA score of 16.74, in comparison

to those scorii^ below the median, whose mean AA score was 14.91. This

difference is hi^y significant (F(l,lio)=li.30, p<.001).

e. General Power DiscontjPnt

As noted earlier, two scales were developed to assess general

power discontent. The first scale, PDl, has a mean of 24.71 and a

standard deviation of 6.45. The scale range is -3 to 33. The observed

scores indicate that participants agree that non-heterosexual, non-

viiite, non-econcanically stable social groi^js lack power vAiile the rich

and men have too much. Exc^t for a positive relationship with

illegitimacy (r^.30, p<.001), participants' attitudes toward the above-

mentioned groL?5 power relations are not associated with GI/C measures.

However, PDl is quite strongly correlated with the three RDS subscales

(.25<r>.31, p<.005), and with the BSF (r^.l8, p<.05).

Hi^ scorers on the second measure of general power discontent

(PD2) are those who believe viiites, conservatives, and heterosexuals

have too little power. These individuals are in the minority; the

scores are skewed quite positively, with a mean of 7.33. and a standard

deviation of 2.12, on a scale with a range frcm 3 to 15. Responses on

VD2 are negatively correlated with every other individual difference

measure except general religiosity. The magnitude and significance of
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these correlations and those conceTxiinrr ixm ^- -.•a uiiut^e concerning PDl are displayed in Table 3.5
on page 72.

f • Displeasure With the Status Qiin

Subject scores on the DSQ scale (combining EE, AA, and DSC) are

normally distributed across a rai^e of observed scor^ condensed

subtly on the low end. The mean is 40.07, with a standard deviation

of 5.07, and a possible range of scores frtia 10 to 60. DSQ is

significantly correlated with all other attitude measures. Correlation

coefficients between DSQ and all other individual difference measures

appear in Table 3.5. Missing coefficients represent scales that

overlap, as in this case, between DSQ and AA, which is part of DSQ.

The strongest relationship is between DSQ and lie (r=.52, p<.001),

vAiile the association of DSQ with SRE is much weaker {r=.29, p<.001).

Gender discontent alone and DSQ show a similar pattern of relationships

with lie and SRE, vdiich hints that illegitimacy may be part of a

displeasure dimension as well as an egalitarianism dimension.

g. General Ectalitarianism

By ccsnbining three scores (SRE, SE, and IIG) , each already quite

skewed tcward hi^ egalitarian scores, we have created a very skewed

measure of general egalitarianism, with a mean score of 153.92 out of a

possible 176, with a possible low score of 44. We have also created a

score that correlates significantly with every other individual

difference measure we have used, with the exception of the BSF.

Pearson r values and significance levels appear in Table 3.5.
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h. Reliaiosii-y

Religiosity scores distribute nonrally across the entire range of
scores, with a mean of 8.5, and a standard deviation of 2.91.

Religiosity does not appear to related to ger^er identification and

cx^nsciousness except for the illegitinacy subscale (r-.22, p<.010). A
belief that equality should exist is also negatively related to

religiosity (r-.33, p<.001), as is EGA, which was expected. Also in

line with this constellation of relationships, religiosity is

negatively correlated with PDl, v^ere a hi^ score indicates agreement

that miiiority social groups lack power (r=-.20, p<.05) . Correlation

coefficients including REL are presented in l^le 3.5

B. Application Effects

Order effects refer to differences in how participants respond to

targets as a result of changes in the order of presentation of the

targets!
. Combination effects refer also to differences in response

tendencies, but as a result of switching the sex between the two

applications within each sex-type. Combination effects would arise if,

for example, participants rated a male target differently when he was

portrayed as an aerospace engineer than vtien he was portrayed as a

polymer scientist. Both order and ccanbination are between-subject

variables; each participant reviewed one of eight orders and one of two

ccsnbinations. As discussed earlier, order is nested within

ccanbination; the four orders presented with one ccanbination are

different than the orders presented with the other ccanbination.

%se of the word target reflects our underlying assunption that
participant responses are a function of differences in sex and sex-
type of the applicants, not real differences among applicants.
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Ito assess the effects of presentii^ participants with the

applications in varying orders and of d^ix^ the sex of the target

back and forth between the two r^resentations of each sex-type, a

MANOVA was conducted, ind^ent variables included the two

between-subject variables and the within-subject sex and sex-type

variables, since each participant sees all the targets, male and

female, masculine, neutral, and feminine, sex arxa sex-type are within-

subject variables. Responses to each of the five questions on the

applications comprise the five d^)endent variables.

The order within combination variable interacts with sex by sex-

type on two d^Dendent variables (lite: F(12,208)=2.29, p<.009; others

liJce: F(12,206)=2.20, p<.013) . Althou^ determining the reason for

these effects is statistically complicated, at first glance it appears

that the first target presented to participants in each order tends to

be rated lower to much lower than the mean on these two variables.

Table 3.6 on page 73 shows the mean ratings for the first versus the

last five applications on the liking variable. This rating trend

clearly contributes to the interaction effect. Each sex by sex-type is

presented in the first position, so to some extent the low scores

cancel each other. However, ei^t orders were presented, so that two

applications came first twice. Also, a further contribution is added

by one or two seemingly random hi^ rating scores on each variable.

Ihere is no sirtple explanation for this. The order within ccmbination

variable also interacts with the sex of target on two dependent

variables (others like: F(6,103)=2.25, p<.044; competence:

F(6,104)=2.43, p<.031). These effects are due to the same unusually

hi^ and unusually 1cm target means specified above.
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The cx^ination variable also ix^eracts with target vari^^^ On
every dependent variable, there is a statistically significant

cxxnbination by sex by sex-type interaction (offer position:

f(2,208)=12.98, p<.001; lite: F(2,208)=9.56, p<.001; others lite:

F(2,206)=3.51, p<.032; competenoe: F(2,208)=4.72, p<.010; potential:

F(2,208)=17.11, p<.001) . ihe explanation for these findii^ is quite

uncomplicated. Ihe two masculine targets, although matched in the

pilot testing of applications, were not rated equally by the present

participants. The aerospace engineer is always rated hi^er than the

polymer scientist, regardless of vdiether the sex of the target is male

or female, and regardless of the d^endent variable. Similarly, of the

two neutral ajplications, on four of the five d^Dendent variables, the

communications student is rated hi^er than the history student. Only

on the others lite variable is this pattern absent. When reviewing the

two feminine applications, participants afpar^Uy find no difference

between them, except on the potential question, v^ere the elementary

education student is rated hi^er than the social work student.

Using the offer position variable as an example, Figure 3.1 on

page 74 ejdiibits the most common pattern of interaction. Each line

r^resents a combination of target sex and the application associated

with that sex. In the masculine condition, mean ratings were hi<^ and

nearly equal for the male and female aerospace engineers. Targets were

rated Icwer vdien males or females appeared as a polymer science

student. Althou^ with less distinction, the neutral targets are also

separated by application. The two hi^er means are associated with the

communications student, with female targets rated hi^est. Each of the

history majors are rated below either of the ccramunications majors.
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Flially, within the £e«nli« target category, no distinction is

Observed between ratings of social v»rk and elementary education

sbidents. Table 3.7 on page 75 ref^rts the >,«an ratl.^ by sex by type
by cxanbination.

Sex interac±s with cxanbination on two variables (like:

F(l,104)=9.70, p<.002; others lite: F(1,103)=10.05, p<.002). Both of

these effects are due to the unusually high ratii^ of the feminine

female target when she is represented as either an elementary education

or social work student.

Although neither the order nor combination manipulation was

si^posed to exert a strong influence on subject responses, they each

did. As a result, they are included as between-subject variables in

all subsequent MANOVAs performed to assess effects on ratings.

C. Responses TV> Applications

1. Rating Targets

MANOVAs were performed separately for the five dependent variable

application questions (offer position; like; others like; competence;

potential) to determine the effects of sex, sex-type, and sex by sex-

type interactions on each. Mean responses to each question on the

within-subjects sex variable are presented in Table 3.8 on page 76. A

significant main effect for sex is found only on one dependent variable

(others like: F(l,103)=4.00, p<.048). Female targets are preferred

over male targets. Although this is the only statistically significant

finding concerning sex as a target variable, note that females are non-

significantly preferred over males on each of the other four dependent

vciriables.
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Mean differences as a function of the within-subjects sex-type

variable ar^ presented in Table 3.9 on j«ge 76. Her^, the result is a
hic^y significant main effect on each dependent variable (offer

position: F(2,208)=7.51, p<.001; like: F(2,208)=33.93, p<.001; others

like: F (2, 206) =14. 31, p<.001; competence: F(2,208)=5.84, p<.003;

potential: F(2,208)=4.91, p<.001). I^icipants significanUy

preferred to offer leadership positions to masculine targets over both

neutral (t(lll)=3.12, p<.002) and feminine (t(lll)=3.35, p<.001)

targets. Ihe situation was reversed vdien participants were asked how

much they thought others would like the target. Here, their preference

was for feminine (t(lll)=4.08, p<.001) and neutral (t(lll)=4.94,

P<.001) targets over masculine targets. Participants rated liking

feminine targets significantly more than neutml targets (t(lll)=2.28,

p<.025), and neutral targets more than masculine targets (t(lll)=7.l,

p<.001)
.

On both the ccrapetence and potential for leadership

questions, participants endorsed masculine targets significantly more

than either neutral (competence: t(lll)=2.86, p<.005; potential:

t(lll)=2.89, p<.005) or feminine targets (competence; t(lll)=2.88,

p<.005; potential: t (111) =3. 33, p<.001). Based on these fiixiings,

there is si^port for seeing the five dependent measures as falling into

two categories; one interpersonal, composed of the like and others like

questions, and the other oonpetency-based, encompassing the questions

of offering positions, competence, and potential for success.

Two significant interactions between sex and sex-type were also

revealed (like: F(2,208)=5.55, p<.004; others like: F(2,206)=20.11,

p<.001) . Mean responses are presented in Table 3.10 on page 77.

Participants show significantly more liking for feminine female rather
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than femtoim i,ale targets (lite: t(lll)=2.86, jk.005). Ihe secx=nd

interaction effect is to f^rticipants' jui^ts that others «ould
prefer traditional to non-traditional targets; masculine males to

masculine females (t(m)=2.56, p<.012) and fendnine females to

feninine males (t(lll)=4.81, p<.001). Figure 3.2 on page 78 di^lays
the like and others like interaction effects.

2. Ranking Targets

After attendii^ to each individual ajplication, participants were

asked to decide in what order they would enroll the six targets in the

leadership program. Initially, this ordinal level data was tested for

order and combination effects, using the Friedman test of related

sainples and the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance, it was

immediately clear that both variables strongly influenced the

participant's ranking of the targets. It had seemed reasonable to

ejqDect that order would no longer create significant differences after

all the targets had been reviewed. It was not possible to separate

order and ccfmbination variance from variance due to target

characteristics, so no further analysis of variance tests were

conducted. Instead, the next step was to determine from the five

interval dependent variables, vMch, if any, of the participants'

ratings contributed to their decisions about ranking targets.

A nonparametric correlation coefficient. Spearman's rho, was

ccsrputed between the numbered rank and ranked scores on each dependent

variable for each target. The results suggest that, overall, three of

the dependent variables, offer position, ccxrpetence, and potential

contribute substantially to participant's ranking schemes. As would be
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e^T^cted, Offer position r^tn^ are n^st stably correlated with
m,g, since rankUig is offeri,^ p^itions. Ihe like ard others lite
variables v«re less influential, -tebie 3.11 on page 79 presents the
spearman's coefficients for all dependent variables with their

associated ranks, ae leftaost cx^i™ labels represent the six targets
as indicated in the legend (i.e., MM designation refer to the nale

nasculine targets)

.

p. Individual DifferPnrP FffecteOnResBor^'Ib Application.

Nineteen individual difference variables resulted fmn breaking

scales down into their previously defined subscales, and creating some

new scales (listed in the .leftmost column of Table 3.5) . Each of these

variables were split at the median, placii^ participants into hi^ and

low categories. 2 ihen, in the inters of assessing the effect of

individual differences on decision-maJcing, each variable was entered as

a between-subjects groiping variable (together with order and

combination) into a MANOVA with sex and sex-type of the target as

within-subject independent variables. A separate MANCfVA was completed

for each of the five dependent variables, v^ch represent the five

questions on each application presented to participants. A total of 95

ancilyses were executed.

Statistical prcpriety demands that, when conducting a large number

of analyses, only the most extremely improbable null hypotheses be

rejected. In the present study, with 95 analyses, and a family error

rate of .05, the threshold of extreme inprobability was set at .0005,

ensuring that few, if any, significant results would appear. However,

^Analyses were conpleted using a quartile split also, but the cell
sizes were too small and non-significant results were the norm.
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this is not the reason vjiy «e chose to ignore famly error rate

c°nstraints. Ihis resear* was designed to e^lore the possible

influence of individual differences on decision-««Jdng. If we felt

confident ab«xt vtet variables wcxUd affect target ratings, 95 analyses
would have been unnecessary. So, in the interest of discovering

individual difference effect Eatt^, ^ developed an alternative

criterion for r^rting results.

Within each analysis, we looked for significant (alpha=.05)

effects due to 1) the individual differences groupir^ variable itself,

2) the groining variable by sex of target, 3) the grouping variable by

sex-type of target, and 4) the groiping variable by sex by sex-type of

target. Many such effects were found. However, it seemed probable

that isolated findings were spurious, given the number of analyses, in

addition, we had less confidence in individual difference effects that

were not si^ported with similar individual difference effects.

Therefore, significant results were not reported unless the following

condition was met: within a set of analyses including one of the

individual differences groi:?)ing variables, and within one of the four

effect categories, significant effects were required for at least two

of the dependent variables. For example, when we looked at high and

low BSF scorers, we discovered a main effect for the groi?)ing variable

itself, on two dependent variables: conrpetence and potential. Here,

two significant effects are associated with effect category 1 above.

BSF effects would not have been reported if 1) the BSF main effect was

significant on only one dependent variable, or 2) two significant

effects appeared but one was a main effect and the other an

interaction. Ihe iitportant rule is that different types of effects
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r^resent different categories, a:^ only v^en two significant effects
occur within a category are they r^rted.

Of the many analyses completed, itost produced statistically non-
significant results, significant results are reported below.

1. Bern Sex-Role Inventory Femininity Scale Main Effects

There was a general trend amor^ our high scorers on the femininil^

scale of the BSRI to rate all targets nore positively than low scorers

did. on two of five dependent variables, the mean difference reached

significance (competence: F(l,96)=6.6, p<.012; potential: F(l,96)=3.98,

P<.049)
.

The mean ratings of hi^ versus low scorers on the BSF

collapsed across all six targets, for the five dependent variables are

presented in Table 3.12 on page 79.

2, Centrality

C3entrality is a measure of the amount of time a woman thinks about

herself as a woman. Significant differences between ratings of male

and female targets on two d^)endent variables occur when participants

are divided into hi^ and low centrality groips (competence:

F(l,96)=4.91, p<.029; potential: F(l,96)=3.75, p<.056). This

interaction of sex of target and participant centrality is due, on the

competence diinension, to hi^ centrality participants rating female

targets hi^er in competence than male targets (t(58)=2.25, p<.029)

vdiile low centrality participants rate males a bit higher than females

(t(52)=.93 n.s.). On the potential dimension, low centrality

participants rate male and female targets equally, vrtiile high

centrality participants rate the potential of female targets hi^er
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than xrales (t(58)=2.58, p<.013) . The of these t«o interactions
can be Observed in l^le 3.13 on page 80. Grafiuc r^resentaUons are
presented in Figure 3.3 on page 81.

3. Affirmative Action

When participants were divided into hi<^ and low endorsers of

affirmative action, this grxx^ing variable interacted significantly

with sex-type of target on two dependent variables (like:

F(2,192)=3.82, p<.024; potential: F(2,192)=4.86, p<.009). On the

liJdng variable, the interaction is due largely to the difference in

ratings of feminine targets by hi^ versus law AA participants. While

all participants like masculine participants least, and neutral

participants significantly more, low AA participants do not show an

iiTcrease in preference for feminine over neutral targets. However,

hi^ AA participants do like feminine targets significantly more than

neutral targets (t(63)=2.88, p<.005). Hi^ AA participants also like

feminine targets more than do low AA participants (F(l,96)=5.53,

p<.021).

The pattern is somevAiat different v*ien target potential for

success is reviewed. Hi^ AA participants rate masculine, neutral, and

feminine targets equally vdiile low AA participants rate masculine

targets hi^er than do hi^ AA participants (F(l,96)=4.45, p<.038)

andhi^er than they rate both neutral and feminine targets. Ihe means

of these interactions appear in Table 3.14 on page 82, with graphic

depictions in Figure 3.4 on page 83.
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4. Displeasure with the Status Quo

The created DSQ variable, representii^ the participants' degr^ of
agreement that equality is lackii^ and their endor^t of an

affirmative action solution, interacts with sex-type of target, on the
same dependent variables as the affirmative action subscale alone

(liJce: F(2,192)=4.67, p<.011; fx^tential: F(2,192)=3.72, p<.026). On
the potential for success variable, the interaction is caused by the

same pattern of means for hi^ and low DSQ scor^r^ as for high and low

AA scorers. However, v;hen we address the liJcing variable, the pattern

is a bit different, simply, high AA scorers liked feminine targets

significantly more than low AA scorers did, but in the present

situation, the only significant between-grrxips differs is that high

DSQ participants like masculine participants less than do low DSQ

participants (F(l,96)=3.90, p<.051) . The pattern of means actually is

quite parallel for the two scales, as can be seen by comparing the high

and low DSQ means in Table 3.15 on page 84 with the AA means of Table

3.14.

5. General Power Discontent

Ihe first of the general power discontent variables (PDl) becomes

part of a significant three-way interaction, with target sex and sex-

type, on two dependent variables (offer position: F(2,192)=5.99,

p<.003; potential: F(2,192)=5.00, p<.008). A look at the means

suggests a possible e3q)lanation for these interactions. Table 3.16 on

page 84 provides mean ratings for both dependent variables. Notice

that high PDl participants on both variables give the hi^est ratings

to masculine females and the lowest to feminine females. Conversely,
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low PDl participants rate masculine males highest and faninine nales
lowest on both questions. This pattern is clears on the offer

position variable, t«t can also be seen in the "potential" means.

6. Religiosity

Hiree-way interactions were also found on three d^)endent

variables v^en religiosity was entered as a growing variable (others

like: F(2,190)=3.04, p<.05; cx^mpetenoe: F(2 A92)=3.34, p<.038;

potential: F(2,192)=4.10, p<.018) . ihe mean scores are all presented

in Table 3.17 on page 85.

Althou^ complicated, the relationships here are partially

explicable. On the others like variable, hi^ and low religiosity

participants rate male targets equally, with the exc^ion of feminine

males, vdio are rated hi^er by low religiosity participants. Female

targets are rated more positively by low than hi^ religiosity

participants except vdien the target is feminine, v^ere this pattern

reverses. None of these differences is significant but together they

seem to provide a picture of the interaction effect.

When we look at the competence variable, we see again that hi^

and low religiosity participants rate male targets evenly except when

the target is feminine, when he is rated less competent by hi^ than

low REL participants. All female targets are rated nearly equal by

hi^ religiosity participants, vAiile participants scoring low rate

masculine females somevtiat hi^er than do hi^ REL participants and

significantly hi^er than neutral (t (54) =2. 91, p<.005) or feminine

(t (54) =2. 76, p<.008) targets. Hi^ REL participants rate the feminine
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nale lowest of all targets, while low EEL participants rate the

inasculine female highest.

on the potential variable, hi^ rel participants rate feminine

male targets lower than both masculine male (t(57)=l.89, p<.064) and

neutral male (t(57)=2.23, p<.029) targets while low rel participants

rate male targets hi^er when masculine than when either neutral

(t(54)=2.61, p<.012) or feminine (t(54)=2.06, p<.045). Female targets

are all rated equally by high and low REL participants, with the

exception of very hi^ rating of masculine females by low REL

participants, ihis mean of 8.073 is significanUy higher than all the

other female target ratings.

Although the pattern of REL effects on the rating means differs

somewhat among the three dependent variables, an overall pattern also

emerges. One component of the pattern is that high REL participants

always rate cross sex-typed targets (masculine females and feminine

males) lower than do low REL participants. Also, high REL participants

generally rate female targets lower than do low REL participants.

Together, these two tendencies prctably account for the effect of

individual differences in religiosity on target ratings.
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Table 3.1
Means, standard deviations, Cronbach's alnha t^i i=,>^ii ^-^^^ •

the na>«s S SSiTSiSfscaS^^!^ ^ '-I™

Vciriable name

Gender icJentification
and aansciousness

Similarity

Oentrality

Odnmon fate

Discxx±ent

Illegitimacy

Oollectivism

Sex-role
egcilitaurianism

Ri^ts and opportunities

Equality does not
exist

Equcdity should
exist

Affirmative acticxi

Bem-sex role inventory-
femininity

Bem-sex role inventory-
roasculinity

General power
discxmtent I

General power
discontent II

Genereil egcilitcirianism

Di^leasure with
the status quo

Religiosity

Mean s.D. Alpha

82.14 11.71 .77

1.02 .64

5.71 2.43

14.19 3.70

2.03 1.40

35.71 4.22 .82

30.46 6.15 .51

89.95 7.35 .90

66.30 6.39 .79

22.15 2.88 .72

28.26 3.18 .76

15.89 3.00 .70

75.38 10.62 .91

93.88 13.89 .86

24.71 6.45 .89

7.33 2.12 .71

153.92 12.90 .93

40.07 5.07 .71

8.5 2.91 .82

# of Range Atto.
items (possible)
23 17-126 GI/C

1 0-2 SIM

2 1-10 CEN

1 2-20 COF

2 -4-4 DSC

11 11-44 nc

7 7-46 COL

25 25-100 SRE

22 oo ROS

7 7-28 EE

8 8-32 SE

7 7-28 AA

13 13-91 BSF

19 19-133 BSM

9 -3-33 PDl

3 3-15 PD2

44 44-176 EGA

15 10-60 DSQ

3 3-15 REL
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Table 3.2

CJarponent
SIM CEN OOF DSC IDS OOLS

^THll 1 '4—irOXilLLXdX. -Lt-V

(SIM)
.37*** .24** .18* .23** .26**

^^i I uu.axX y

(CEN)
.43*** .17* .35*** .35***

CrinirTiriri f^;^'f~o

(OOF)
.11 .46*** .30***

IdGntif 1 f^-f- 1 nn* Aw^X. JL\-<A L*X^1 1

(SIM, CEN, OOF)
.20* .46*** .41***

Disconteni"

(DSC)
.36*** .03

Illegitimacy
(IDS)

4n***

Consciousness .28** .44*** .45***
(DSC,IIJ3,00IS)

Part-v/hole
cx)rrelations

PART
WHOLE SIM CEN OOF DSC IDS 0015

Gender
identification

.34*** .51*** .50*** .27*** .63*** .14

and
cxinsciousness
(GI/C)

*** p<.001 **p<.010 * p< .05
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Table 3.3

SCuSSfw^'^n^r'"'"'^^ °' identification andconsciousness with other a prion individual difference scores.

SIM CEN COF DSC lie ODIS GI/C

Measure

Bern Sex-role .00 .01 .04 -m m
Inventory F

"'^^ -05

(BSF)

Bern Sex-role -.02 .18* .29*** 06 o.^a.
Inventory M '^^ -24**

(BSM)

^iS^iani^ -^S- .60-
(SRE)

Ri^tsand .16* .23** .20* .26** .60*** .29*** .50***
C^portunities
(POS)

E^lity .10 .21* .13 .25** .43*** .25** .40***
(does not
exist)
(EE)

Equality .10 .03 .19* .11 .54*** .22** 37***
(should exist)
(SE)

Affirmative .13 .26** .11 .20* .30*** .14 .28***
Action
(AA)

*** p<.001 ** p<.010 * p<.05
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Table 3.4

^^^-cor^lation coefficient^ cx.,^ rights^
Measure

EE

SE

Part-v*iole

cxDrrelation

WHOIE

EE

PART
EE

SE AA

.26** .16*

. 31***

SE AA

.26** .38*** .30***

*** FK.OOl ** p<.010 * p<.05
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Table 3.5

SIM

CEN

OOF

DSC

ILS

COIS

GI/C

ROS

EE

SE

SRE

BSM

BSF

New cx»±»inations/created scores

PDl PD2 ESQ

-.02 -.04 .18*

.08 -.17* .32***

.00 -.03 .17*

^ -.51***

.30*** -.32*** .52***

-.01 -.18* .23**

-.31***.24**

.42*** -.42***

.30*** -.20*

.31*** -.34*** .36***

.25** -.34***

.14 -.17* .29***

.01 -.05 .02

.18* -.12 .07

EGA

.22**

.24**

.42***

.24**

.39***

.38**

.24**

.22*

.01

REL

-.09

-.02

-.06

-.03

-.22**

-.08

.18*

-.21*

-.03

-.33***

-.06

-.12

.02

.07

PDl

PDl

PD2

DSQ

EG^

PD2 DSQ EGA REL

-.55*** .46*** .25** -.20*

-.51*** -.28*** .13

.42*** -.07

-.22**

^correlation coefficients do not appear if there are any items shared
between the two variables

*** p<.001 ** p<.010 * p<.05
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Table 3.6

Order of
presentation 1st application last five applications

1 O. 6.53

2
7.53

3 6.39 6.95

4 6.79 7.06

5 6.07 6.66

6 4.79 7.56

7 6.33 6.75

8 6.43 7.31
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COMBINATION 1

COMB 2

COMB 2

COMB 1

COMB 1

COMB 2

COMB 2

COMB 1

COMB 1

COMB 2

COMB 2

COMB 1

1^

6

masculine male-aerospace engineer

masculine female-aerospace eng.

masculine male-polymer science

masculine female-polymer science

neutral male-history

neutral female-history

neutral male-communications

neutral female-communications

feminine male-elementary education

feminine female-elementary education

feminine male-social work

feminine female-social work

7 8

Offer position rating

9 10

Figure 3.1
Offer position ratings on all ccanbinations of sex and representation of
sex-type.
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Table 3.7

Sex-type of target

T^etsex "^"^ ^""^

^
Male 7.655 (AE) 6.527 (HS) 6.001 (EE)

Female 6.836 (PS) 7.218 (C3C) 6.382 (SW)

Qanbination —
^

Male 6.579 (PS) 6.649 (OC) 6.667 (SW)

Female 7.632 (AE) 6.123 (HS) 6.544 (EE)

legend: ^erospaoe engineer HS=history EB-elementary education
PS=polYiner science CC=camraunications SW=social work
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Table 3.8

^o?^ *°^ ^^'-^ - application, c«Hapsi^ on

Dependent
variable

Male Female F P
offer position 6.678 6.789 <1 ns

like 6.798 6.910 <1 ns

others liJce 6.913 7.135 4.00 .048

ocannpetence 7.741 7.842 1.39 ns

potenticil 6.881 7.042 <1 ns

Table 3.9

^t^^rSr^t^^ ^^^^ questions on each application, collapsing on

Dependent
variable

Sex-type of target
Masculine Neutral Feminine F P

offer position 7.714a 6.625b 6.401b 7.51 .001

lite
5.978a 7.089b 7.496c 33.93 .001

others lite 6.554a 7.347b 7.192b 14.31 .001

competence 8.067a 7.706b 7.603b 5.84 .003

potential 7.398a 6.880b 6.607b 7.48 .001

Within a row, differing subscripts indicate significant differences
between means.
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Table 3.10

1^ responses to the "like" and "others like" questions bv t^rr.^^-and sex-type. 4uts>t:xons, tyy target sex

D^jendent
variable

Sex-type of target

I^etsex
"^"^

lite Male
6.143a 7.080b 7.170b

Female
5.812a 7.098b 7.821^

others Male 6.793=,
like

^

Female 6.315^

Within each interaction, differing
differences between means.

7.324b 6.622a

7.369b 7.721b

subscripts indicate significant
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Figure 3.2
Like and others IDce ratings by sex by sex-type of target.
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Table 3.11

represent higher ranking.
variables. Uwer nuinbered ranks

Targets

offer
position

Dependent variables
like others cxarpe-

like tence
poten-
ticil

MM -.65*** -.42*** -.42*** -.49*** -.62***

ME -.64*** -.32*** -.39*** -.40*** -.61***

MF -.74*** -.37*** -.42*** -.52*** -.75***

FM -.62*** -.27** -.28** -.37*** -.50***

FE -.72*** -.39*** -.48*** -.53*** -.56***

FF -.71*** -.20* -.27** -.54*** -.70***

legend: MM^le masculine ME=male neutral MP=male feminine
FT{=female masculine FE=female neutral FF^female feminine

*** p<.001 ** p<.005 * p<.05

Table 3.12
Mean ratings by hi^ and low femininity participants of the
targets, on each of the five dependent variables.

Femininity
Dependent High Low F
variable

offer position 6 .92 6. 56 3. 64 .059

like 7 .00 6. 71 2. 25 .136

others like 7. 17 6. 88 3. 47 .065

conpetence 8. 01 7. 58 6. 60 .012

potential 7. 17 6. 76 3. 98 .049
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Table 3.13

D^)endent
variable

Sex of target
Centrality Male Female

csonpetenoe

7.59 7.89

7.91 7.79

potential
Hi^ 6.78 7.17

^ 6.99 6.90
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Compotoncc of applicant rating

Metes Femelee

Potential of applicant ratlno

Mates Femalea

Sex of target

HI Centrellty Se Lo Centrallty Sa

Figure 3.3
Ccaipetence and potential ratings by hi^ and low centrality

participants of male and female targets.
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Table 3.14

^iclSn?? potential ratings by hi^ and low affirmative actionparticipants of masculine, neutral, and feminine targets.

Dependent
variable

^. Sex-type of target
^2^!!^^^''^ Masculii^ Neutral Feminineaction

lite

Hi^ 5.86 7.09

6.14 7.09

potential
Hi^ 7.13 7.01

^ 7.75 6.71

7.79

7.10

6.83

6.31
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Figure 3.4
Mean like and potential ratings by high and low affirmative action
participants of masculine, neutral, and feminine targets.
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Table 3.15
Mean like and potential ratings by participants hi^ and low on the^tus c^o din^ion of raascufL, neutrS^

D^Dendent
variable

Displeasure Masculine Neutral
like

Hi^ 5.68 6.99

6.31 7.20

potential
High 7.00 6.87

Sex-type of target
Feminine

7.75

7.21

6.76

1^ 7.84 6.90 6.44

Table 3.16
Mean offer position and potential scores of hi^ and low general power
discontent participants by sex and sex-type of target targets.

Dependent
variable

Offer position Target sex-type
Target sex Masculine Neutral Feminine

Hi^
Fewer
discontent

Lew

Potential

High
Fewer
discontent

Lew

Male 6.67 6.19 6.48

Female 6.96 6.61 5.96

Male 7.52 6.97 6.21

Female 7.50 6.71 6.93

Male 6.85 6.91 6.78

Female 7.35 6.72 6.37

Male 7.72 6.85 6.17

Female 7.62 7.03 7.10
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Table 3.17

Dependent
variable

others lite rn^-^^*. j_^ Target sex-type
Target sex Masculirie Neutral Feminine

High

Religiosity

Low

ccnpetence

Hi^

Religiosity

Lew

potential

Hi(^

Religiosity

Lew

Fenale 6.02 7.14 7.90

Male 6.80 7.28 6.94

Female 6.63 7.62 7.54

Male 7.98 7.68 7.21

Female 7.79 7.44 7.49

Male 8.02 7.64 7.93

Female 8.49 8.07 7.80

Male 7.14 7.12 6.28

Female 6.93 6.83 6.83

Male 7.47 6.62 6.66

Female 8.07 6.95 6.67
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

A. OverviPfM

•me hypothesis suggesting that gender identification and gender

consciousness develcp in a sequence was partially si^rted by the

data. With a few exceptions, participants' attitudes toward women and

equality were both positive and significantly correlated with each

other. Target applicants were rated, on average, quite positively, but

with a more positive tilt toward masculinity in competency-based

domains and toward femininity in interpersonal domains, ihis tilt

sometimes also favored female targets and cross sex-typed targets (e.g.

masculine females and feminine males) . When individual difference

variables further influenced target ratings, it was typically in the

direction of participants with more positive attitudes toward women and

equality being associated with hi^er ratings of female, feminine, and

cross sex-t^ped targets.

The discussion will proceed with a summary of the findings within

each broad area of interest and an accompanying e3q)lanation of their

meaning. Following that, we will conclude with a general discussion of

the study as a v^ole and some ideas for further exploration in this

research area.

B. The Etevelopmental Ifedel Of Feminism

We proposed that feminism develcps throu^ a process of gender

identification followed by a process of increasing gender
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our expectation ooncemi^ the development of gender consciousness
is less well supported by the data. We proposed that a collective

orientation ^d appear after discontent and ill^itiitacy. we
operationalized one definition of feminism with the collectivism

measure. We believed that femimsm is the end product of the

development of gender identification and consciousness. As expected,

the Guttanan analysis confirmed that illegitimacy appears before

collectivism. However, the pattern of discontent scor^ suggests that

discontent with current gender power relations develops after both a

belief that a lack of equality between men and women is illegitimate

and an endorsement of a collective response to improve women's status.

We suspected that rejection of unequal social roles and strong

si^rt for the women's movement would always be associated with high

discontent about current power relations between men and women but the

data suggest that women may reject the legitimacy of inequality and

si^port collective action aimed at reducing inequality between the

sexes, without believirig that severe inequality exists. A possible

ejqjlanation for this unejqDected result may be that participants

understand the discontent question to be an assessment of satisfaction

with gender relations in their own lives, rather than in the lives of

women in general. If so, they mi^t be expected to deny a power

imbalance, as Crosby's (1984) women denied personal discrimination and

as people in general seem to deny victim status. On the other hand,

rejection of legitimacy of unequal social roles and support for the

women's movement may tend to grow out of a norm of egalitarianism

instead of as a consequence of personal experience. Ihey may have

thou^t of discrimination against other women and wished to support
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their bid for ec^ity. If the c^estions were perceived in this «ay,
we would expect that discx^ntent wcxad appear after illegitiiracy and

'

collectivism in the developmental sequence, since it seems that

labellir^ oneself as disadvantagai my irore difficult than labellir^

others that way. of course, it is important to remember that absolute

discontent and collectivism scores were quite hi^, so any sucii

difference in pero^ion is relative.

C. Individiial Differencpg

We anticipated that all individual difference measure would be

correlated with each other. Ihe measures of sex-role egalitarianism,

general egalitarianism, and gender identification and consciousness

were very strongly related to each other. Femininity was only weakly

related to masculinity, vAiile masculinity shared a moderate correlation

with sex-role egalitarianism and gender identification and

consciousness. It was thou^t that all these measures would tap into

the traditional-non-traditional dimension. The evidence suggests that,

with the exception of femininity, a single dimension is shared among

the individual difference measures. Hi^ scores on each of the

measures (exc^ femininity) are associated with the non-traditional

end of the dimension.

It was considered possible that a feminist and an egalitarian sub-

dimension would be revealed i?x)n closer inspection of the relationship

among measures. We did not hypothesize v*iat measures would ocsrprise

either of the sub-dimensions. Factor analysis of the attitudes measure

conponents suggested instead three sub-dimensions; one for

egcilitarianism, one for feminist identification, and one for
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displeasure with the status ^. sun scores «ere created only fron the
oatpcnent .neasures for general ^itarianism and displeasure with the
status quo. ^though fendmsm measures did not create a stror^ sun
score, it seens likely that a cono^nt of faninia. was present in this
sainple. For unknown reasons, it did not appear as had been

anticipated.

Si^port for our e^q^ectations regardi,^ irore ^ific relationships

among measures was also found. Sex-role egalitarianism, agreement that

unequal gender relations are illegitimate, and that equality should

exist among all social groups are very strongly related to each other.

This supports our contention that belief in equality between men and

women is associated with belief in equality outside the realm of

gender. We proposed that gender discontent would be strongly related

to agreement that equality does not exist among social grxx:?)s outside

the gender realm. This relationship was confirmed. We also expected

that endorsement of affirmative action would be strongly associated

with a collective orientation toward change in gender relations, but no

such relationship was revealed.

The results of the more specific correlational analyses si^port

the results of the abovementioned factor analysis. It is of special

interest to address the "displeasure with the status quo" dimension

because its emergence was not anticipated. How is this displeasure

different from general egalitarianism? It seems plausible that

displeasure with the status quo represents more non-traditional

attitudes than does egalitcirianism. It may be quite easy to agree that

human beings should all be judged by a common standard, not limited by

race or sex, for exanple. This belief system may develop frcan
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listening to others espouse democratic ideals, in books, in classrooms,

in the liberal state of Massachusetts. Also, even in its absence, we

'

my see egalitarianism advocated simply because a prx>-equality stance

is socially desirable.

Conversely, in comparison to egalitarianism, displeasure seems

less liJcely to be a traditional, status quo stance, in the sense that

support for the status quo is the default optim. To r^rt that all

is not well in the land of democratic ideals, that in actuality,

rewards and punishments are not distributed equally, to recommend

redistritjution of rewards and punishments, these may require nore

effort, if not also more experience and emotion. General

egalitarianism scores are very hi^; in comparison, the mean

displeasure score is much lower, ihis is due mostly to the

contribution of low affirmative action scores. Participants' widely

varying scores on the displeasure dimension can rule out a systematic

social desirability bias and support our contention that egalitarian

values may be more the norm than we initially thou^t, while for some

individuals, displeasure with the status quo may be less a function of

social influence and more a result of e:^)erience with and consideration

of the reality of human relations.

The last predictions about individual differences concerned the

relationship of personal sex-type to attitudes. It was esqjected that

masculinity and femininity would both be correlated with gender

identification and consciousness. We prcposed a positive relationship

with masculinity and a negative relationship with femininity. No such

relationship between femininity and any GI/C coirponent was eidiibited.
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Masculinity was associated with the centrality and cant«an fate

components of gender identification and with the whole GI/C.

We expected hi^ femininity scores to r^resent a traditional

feninine sex-type and to be asscx^iated with a lack of identification

with other women and positive attitudes toward disparate gender roles.

However, after removal of unreliable items, hi^ femininity scores

r^resented instead a very positive picture of femininity with litUe
apparent relevance to the traditional-non-traditional dimension.

Traits such as compassionate, sensitive, and understanding may still be

associated with femininity, but probably not with docility or

d^Dendence, v^ch ^itemize the traditional stereotype of women. This

distinction should e^q^lain why femininity scores were quite hi^ and

v*iy the scores did not correlate with gender identification or gender

consciousness

.

The relationship of masculinity to centrality and common fate

is somewhat surprising. We thought that the adversarial nature of the

attitudes of gender consciousness would result in its correlation with

masculinity, vdiich is characterized in part, by competitiveness, a

willingness to defend one's beliefs, and assertiveness. Ihese sound

li3ce requirements for political consciousness, not gender

identification, which is a connection to the in-group, rather than

conflict with the out-group. However, this may be a false dichotoiny.

Is it possible to focus attention toward "wcxnen" as a groi^j without

bringing "men" to mind? Ihe centrality cperationalization even

ej^licitly asks how much time is spent thinking about women in

conparison to men although it purports to address the relationship of

the self to wcanen. The common fate operationalization inplies a
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siirdlar oonparison with, or s^tion fran, n^. it is possible that
it is in the early stages of risii>g identification with women that <«e
must view oneself as, for exanple, assertive, individualistic, a«a

willij>g to take risks, to accomplish the necessary alliance with wmen
and s^Daration fran nen.

Within the individual difference domain, oar general predictions

received strong si^rt. Some of ournore specific e5?)ectations also

received support, viiile others did not.

D. Rating Tainqpl-g

1. .^plication Effects

All findings concerning the rating of targets were the result of

multivariate analyses of variance. The order of presentation of

applications influenced ratings of male versus female targets, and

cross sex-typed versus non-cross sex-typed targets. These effects are

mostly due to lower ratings of the first versus the next five

^plications presented.

Target ratings were also influenced by the combination of sex and

representation of sex-type. Within the masculine sex-type category,

participants' mean ratings of the aerospace engineering student were

hi^er than those of the polymer science student on all dependent

variables, regardless of the sex of the applicant. Similarly, within

the neutral sex-type category, participants rated the ocramunications

student hi<^er than the history student on four dependent measures. No

such systematic differences in ratings appeared in the feminine sex-

type category. Given the results of our pilot investigation of the

applications, it was surprising to discover these combination effects.
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one

Ihere are two obvious e:q)lanations for the differences. First,

within the nasc^ine and neixtral catteries, the applications irly

not possess the same amount of the portrayed sex-type, for example,

masculine application may be more masculine than the other. Or second,

the two plications may differ along a positivity dimension, for

example, one masculine application may be a more positive

representation of masculinity or of personhood than the other.

The two masculine applications are characterized as an aerxDspace

engineering student and a polymer science student. Ihe aerxDspace

engineering student is rated hi^er on all five d^jendent variables.

We mi^t postulate that the aerospace engineer is more masculine than

the polymer scientist. Where masculine targets are rated hi^er than

feminine targets, as on the offer position variable, it would then make

sense that the aerospace engineer be rated hi^er. However, we would

expec± the opposite result v^ere feminine targets are rated higher, as

on the liking variable. The more masculine target should then be rated

lower. Instead, the aerospace engineer is still rated hi^er than the

polymer scientist, suggesting another ejqjlanaticai. To address the

positivity issue, we return to the applications themselves.

The aerospace engineer and the polymer scientist applications can

be seen in Appendix A.l. The surface features of the two seem to be

the same, i.e., length of descriptions of work experience and number of

personal characteristics checked. The work experiences are similarly

specialized, responsible, and probably uninteresting to the average

psychology student. Ihe hcfcbies seem fun and well matched. The only

likely answer lies within the adjective list. Although the two

applications each include five masculine adjectives, the polymer
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scientist seet^ to be itore cx^nsistently representative of native
masailimty. Vt.ere the aerospace er^n^ is adventurous, cxxarageous,

athletic, ambitious, and forceful, the polymer scientist is

indivi^istic, carpetitive, aittoitioas, objective, and athletic, ihe
former seems warmer and more trustworthy than the latter. Bie

accompanying neutral adjectives lend wei^t to this possibility. The

aerospace engineer is also responsible and optimistic, v^e the

polymer scientist is prompt and pleasant. A difference in the target's

positivity of portrayal, then, seems to e^^lain the ratii^ differences.

How do the neutral applications hold xjp under the same type of

review? Here, the cotntnunications major is rated higher than the

history major on all but the others like d^jendent variable, v^ere

there is no difference in mean ratings. Again we can rule out

differences on the sex-type dimension. A review of the applications

themselves does not si:?5port a difference in positivity. it is unclear

how to es^lain the established difference.

2. Target Effects

Participants' average ratings of female targets was hi^er than

for male targets on all d^jendent variables, but only significantly

hi^er on the others like variable. Target sex-type always influenced

ratings; masculine targets were seen as more canpetent and having

greater potential for success than feminine targets. Participants were

also more willing to offer leadership positions to masculine targets.

Hcwever, feminine targets were rated as more likable than masculine

targets on the two interpersonal dependent variables. Mean ratings for

neutrcil targets were always more similar to those of feminine targets
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than to masc^ine targets. Ihe interaction of target sex and sex-type
also influenced ratii^, but only on the interper^nal "lite" and

"others lite" variables. Both effects were due to rating cross sex-

typed targets lower than non-cross sex-typed targets.

Before implementing this study, we did not fully consider i^t
pattern of target rating results was liJcely to ^jpear. If we had

eJ?)ectations, they were that individual participant's ratii^ sciiemes

would differ widely and thereby cancel each other, effectively

eliminating systematic bias. If differences were to appear, we

expec±ed them as a result of comparisons between groaps of participants

divided on their individual difference scores. Instead, we found that,

on average, participants made clear discriminations of two types;

first, they differentiated among targets on the sex, the sex-type, and

the interaction dimensions and second, they differ^tiated among

dependent variables, apparently making disparate decisions v^en rating

target ooipetency and target likability. Our discuission will continue

with an attempt to extricate meaning from these two findings.

a. Ccgtipetencv Versus Likability

Since participants clearly rated targets differently on the

competency-based and interpersonal dimensions, we will ajprmch the two

dimensions s^jarately. But we would first lite to Jaxw vtiy

participants discriminated between the two dimensions. It is possible

that participants distinguished between v*io, of the targets, would make

good friends, and v*io would mate good leaders. When responding to

either of the two likability questions, v*iat information could

participants use but their cwn sense of hew much they would lite the
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targets? ^en answerii^ carpeterx^-based questions, on the

participants may have felt more need to be objective. Questions of
competency may justifiably have seemed more important in this task,

leading to more serious consideration of the facts, and less of tHe

personal feelings evoked by the target. Ihis vie^ is si^rted by the

actual pattern of the differences found bet^ the two dimensions.

This s^>aration of responses into Uro spheres is similar to a

distiiiction made by Rosenberg et al. (1968). Using responses to a

sorting task requiring subjects to assign traits to others, they

provided a U^^-dimensional configuration of the relationship of 60

traits to each other. One dimension encompasses good-

intellectual/active versus bad-intellectual/passive traits. Another

encompasses good/good-social versus bacVbad-social traits. The

portrayal of masculine targets represents the gist of the good-

intellectual/active person, vMle the feminine and neutral targets

together represent the gist of the good-social/good person. Ihis

distinction may further explain not only the different responses to

interpersonal versus competency-based dependent variables, but also the

fact that neutral target mean ratings are always more similar to

feminine than to masculine targets.

b. Ccgnpetency

Within the ccirpetency-based dcxnain, the only significant finding

was that masculine targets were rated hi^er than feminine or neutral

targets. Why mi^t sex-type have been the chosen dimension for

distinguishing among targets? Ihe leadership domain is male and

masculine, suggesting that sex also should have influenced ratings. A
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great deal of evidence caipiied in past research indicates that r^^
are more often chosen to fill nasailine-typed roles (see Rabie & Ruble,

1982, for a reviev.)
. Perhaps, in this research, ^erB sex-role

egalitariani^ is so stroi^iy ai^ cx^nsistenUy endorsed, the sex of the
target was discounted. Instead, participants turned to sex-type

information in their search for a meanii^ way to fulfill their

decision-making duties, m researcii very similar to ours, l^ie (1979)

found that sex-type was a more consistent basis than sex for juc^ii^

individuals fit for managerial promotion; as we also discover^!.

Ruble's masculine targets were deemed most suitable for leadership

positions.

Ruble and Ruble (1982) provide a process model of performance

evaluation which can enli^ten our understanding of the present

findings, ihey suggest that evaluators brii^ prior sex stereotypes

about people and about occupations to their observation of specific

target performances. Performance information includes not only

objective evidence about performance, but also sex and sex-type

characteristics of the target and characteristics of the task. Causal

attributions about performance are si^posedly made next, followed by

reward decisions. Figure 4.1, found on page 104, presents the Ruble

and Ruble model.

We suggest that our pattern of target competency ratings

r^resents two tendencies in participants, 1) to see leadership as a

stereotypically masculine domain, and 2) to refute disparate roles for

males and females. In terms of the Ruble and Ruble model, this would

be explained as differing sex and occL^sational stereotypes resulting in

the discounting of target sex information and the heavy use of sex-
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type infonnation in the ratir^ pnx^. Sex was not deat^ a suitable
basis for decision-makii^ about targets, but sex-type was, possdl^ly

because it was the only other option, a«Vor possibly because of a

belief that masculinity and leadership belor^ together.

Ihere is a final alternative explanation for oonpetence ratii^
that must also be addressed. Did participants peroeive the masculii^

targets as more intelligent or studious, and therefore as more

ccEnpetent? Ihe masculine targets included a scientist and an engineer,

two college majors that may generally be considered among the most

demanding and challenging. Conversely, feminine targets were

introduced as social work and elementary education majors, which may be

seen as the majors of choice for less academically talented students.

We find this to be a dispiriting, albeit credible, argument for our

pattern of findings. The interpersonal skills required to excell as a

teacher or social worker are probably valued far less than the more

instrumental skills of engineers and scientists. However, these skills

^itomize the differential stereotypes of femininity and masculinity.

Do the traditionally feminine skills really require less intelligence

or hard work? Or is our conception of intelligence simply biased

toward masculinity eilong with our conception of competence? And v^iich

type of intelligence is truly more important for leadership? Whether

or not this apparent confound is responsible for our findings is an

empirical question. Answering the question could be accomplished by 1)

assessing vdiether masculine targets were in fact perceived as more

intelligent and 2) by representing our masculine targets as students

in less stereot^ically intelligent fields of study.
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c. Likabjl ii-y

Mien we move into the interr^nal danain, we fiixi an influence
on target ratings from target sex, sex-type, and the sex by sex-type

interaction. Higher ferrale, feminii^, airl traditional sex-typoi target
ratings account for all significant differences in likability. The
effect of target sex-type is quite pronounced, and may be due to a

perc^ion of similarity between rater and target. Althou^

participants scored C3uite hi^ on masculinity themselves, masculine

targets may not have been seen as simlar to the raters. Masculine

targets hc^ies include hi^y sex segregated activities which are

probably foreign to most of our sample. These include playir^ lacrosse

and rijgby, building model airplanes, and billiards. Neutral and

feminine activities are surely much more in tune with the typical

participant's picture of herself, and therefore, lead to an

identification of these targets as similar, and therefore, likable.

Perception of similarity may also play a part in participants

rating cross sex-typed targets as less likable. HerB, however,

participants may view targets as very different from themselves. The

caross sex-typed targets, vAiile not the most extreme representation

imaginable, are undoubtedly quite atypical. It is likely that few, if

any, of our participants identified themselves or their friencJs with

these targets. It seems interesting that participants did not

translate a diminished liking of cross sex-typed targets to a

corresponding lowering of ratings in the ccxnpetency dcanain. It is

unfortunate that pecple may lite others less if they are unusual when

judged against societal norms. However, it would be downri^t

discriminatory if they were also labelled incorrpetent ard/or denied
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access to societal positions. ^^ st^^ ^
distil^ between their feelli^ a«l the need to be more
cbjective *en faced with i:,portant decisions about the future of
others.

3. Individual Difference Effects

individual differences on six dimensions influenced target

ratings: femininity, centrality, affintative action, displeasure with
the status quo, general power discontent, and religiosity. Our

predictions in the domain of iixUvidual differs effects on target

ratings were very general. We prtposed that participants v*io scored

more non-traditional on an individual difference measure would also

make non-traditional decisions about applicants to a leadership

program. I^dership is traditionally male and masculine; we e^q^ected

non-traditional participants to rate female, feminine, anchor cross

sex-typed targets hi^er than traditional participants, in all cases

vAiere an individual difference variable significantly interacted with

target variables, the pattern of effects conformed to these

expectations.

Notably absent froa the list of individual difference effects were

any egalitarianism measures. With the exception of centrality,

feminism (or gender identification and consciousness measures) are not

represented either. Ihe displeasure dimension is well represented, as

displeasure with the status quo, as affirmative action, and as general

power discontent. Ihe general power discontent measure, althou^ not

discussed earlier as a displeasure measure, assesses the inequity of

grcujp relations, sharing a conceptual similarity with the gender
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discontent an. «^ity exist scales, it is also ^erately
to stror^ly correlated with ea*, as well as with displeasure with the
statusquo. *s such, general pc^ dis«>„tent sec.,, to telc^ within
the displeasure dcarain.

While Host of the individual difference distributions in this
sUKty were skewed sharply native

, representing a preponderance of
non-traditional scorers, centrality, affirmUve action, displeasure
with the status <^o, and religiosity are, instead, distributed quite
normally. A median-split on a nonaal distribution insure that the two
resulting groi^ will represent a nor^ absolute division between high
and low scorers. We believe that comparisons between hi^ and low

scorers on the four above mentioned dimensions yielded significant

differences in target ratings because the two groi^ represented

different people, more and less traditional. Conversely, v^ere

variance among scores was limited, dividing participants into hi^ and

low scorers produced two groi^ that differ^ in a relative sense, but

were only minimally different in absolute numerical terms. As such,

the groi?)s would not necessarily be expected to differ significanUy in

target ratings.

The two remaining individual differences that influenced target

ratings but were not normally distributed were femininity and general

power discontent. It is unclear why division on these two variables

was effective in producing grxx?3s that rated targets differentially,

when division of other hi^y skewed distributions was not. Femininity

is interesting, because it alone does not interact with any target

variables; higher femininity scorers simply rate all targets hi^er

than do lower femininity scorers. This may be due, in part, to the
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"niceness" l:^iicit in the BSRI femininity traits used in this stu^,
for exaiiple, warm, genUe, and compassionate.

Although, on average, participants agr^ that lesbians, gay rr^,
Hispanics, Jews, Blacks, Asians, arxi jxx.r people have too litUe powei:

v^le rich people and men have tcx. Mich po^, extr^y high scorer,
on PDl differed frm slightly Ic^ scorers in tl^ir ratings of cross

sex-typed versus non-cross sex-typed targets. There is no evident

e^lanation for this findir^, althou^ it is apparent that small

differences in scores were meanii^ful. R>ssibly, this measure has

greater power to detect non-traditional attitudes.

How do we explain, in conceptual terms, the displayed pattern of

statistically significant results? ihe results seem to be a

consequence of participants rating targets hi^er when target

traditionalism was best matched to their own level of traditionalism.

In fact, this is the best explanation of the significant interactions

of participant individual difference with target variables not only on

the general power discontent dimension, but also affirmative action,

displeasure with the status quo, and religiosity. Interactions

resulted when more non-traditional participants rated female, feminine,

and cross sex-typed candidates for leadership positions hi^er than did

less non-traditional participants.

Ihe last question that must be addressed concerning individual

difference effects is, why, of all the gender identification and

consciousness measures, was centrality the only one to influence target

ratings? The answer probably lies in the definition of centrality as

durable salience (Gurin & Markus, 1988) . Participants v*io often think

about being a woman and about v^t they have in ccanmon with wcanen and
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ir^ wer. more 1ij^y to have such tho^ts xoind v^en they rated
targets. ^ a consec^ence, they ratoi f^e targets higher aixl irale

targets Ic^ than did their Ic^ c^trality counterparts^^
li]^y to be thiito^ about wc^ and at the tiire Of raU^^ None
Of the other GI/C mea^ assess the relative prttebiiity that gender
issues are on one's mind. Instead, they could be seen as requests to
bring the issues to mind and r^rt them, for example, in the

discontent measure, by asking participants to retrieve their attitudes

about gender power relations. Since targets were rated before

individual differences were measured, unless participants were hi^ on

oentrality, this information was unlikely to be part of the decision-

making process and unlikely to influence target ratings.

E. Conclusions And Future Research Intert^g

Ihe relationship between eiq^ectations and results in this study is

strong. Ejqjectations were confirmed in each of the three major areas

of e}q)loration: the developmental model of feminism, relationships

among individual differences, and individual difference effects on

target ratings, it is clear, however, that three small changes in

methodology could have greatly improved our confidence in the findings.

A lack of variability in the sample, on a number of inportant

dimensions, contributed to the difficulties encountered in testing the

developmental model of feminism and assessing individual difference

effects on decision-making. In both cases, we would have liked to

divide participants into "high" and "low" grxxps on all relevant

individual difference dimensions, rather than the more relative

"hi^er" and "lower" groLps. Unfortunately, our sairple did not include
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"any participants r.pr«senti^ the traditional pole of our traditic«al-
non-traditional oo„tinu«. In future research, this pr*la„ could be
solved by pr«-selectlng participants who do represent the poles of the
continuum, rather than relyii^ on existiiq variabUity in the

population.

A second related problem concerns the presence of one or two-item

scales. I^iability estimtes cannot be cc«puted for these small

scales, but are probably low. Also, if items do not have a large

response range, variability again heca^ a problem. These problems

are together epitomized in the similarity component of gender

identification and consciousness. The measure includes a single item,

a response to the item "wonen". Only three possible responses are

available; "women" is not circled, circled, or circled and starred.

Dividirjg participants into hi^ and low similarity groups was

iinpossible to accomplish without making arbitrary decisions. A

methodological improvement would be to expand the similarity and

certain other measures, with an eye toward improving reliability and

providing the opportunity for participants to distribute across a wider

range of scores.

The final suggested methodological change would be a change from a

within-subject to a between-subject application rating task. Order and

combination effects would disappear if the male or female label was

applied to a single representation of each sex-type and if participants

rated one instead of six applicants . Our initial choice to use a

within-subject design was guided by a wish to maximize the data payoff

per participant. The strong influence exerted on t£irget ratings by

application presentation variables suggests that we either make the
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above n^tioned design c^e or prxx^ with further pilot research
designed to pinpoint and reduce the application effects.

in conclusion, we would like to si^est sc^ ar^as for ft^er
research. First, t^is st^ ^ould ^ i^i^^ted again, with n.ch the
sarne hypotheses and the xnixx^r n^thcxiolc^ical ci^es
results of the present st^ prov^e nuch evidence for and none against
cxar a priori expectations, with a nor^ "polished" n^thodology, our
results may provide even stror^er evidence in support of our

hypotheses. Second, more research is needed to addr^ the

relationship among individual difference variables; we have pi^ided
same initial evidence for egalitarian, feminist, and displeasure sub-

dimensions of a traditional-non-traditional continuum. Definii^ and

separating the three sub-dimensions, and assessii^ the relationship of

each to the super-dimension could be one focus of attention. We are

especially interested in understanding the displeasure domain, since it

may identify the individuals most politically radical and/or committed

to social change. A third avenue of exploration is in the area of sex

differences between participants. Initially, we could look at target

ratings with sex of participant as the only individual difference

variable. later, the gender identification and consciousness measures

could be adapted to include options for males, and we could look for

the same type of individual difference effects as in the present study.

A final proposal for further research focuses on the issue of

leadership. Participants in this study were uniformly egalitarian, and

it is prc±>able that the tendency to rate male and female target

competence equally, or females a bit higher, reflects these attitudes.

However, participants' rating of targets who differed by sex-type
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confonned to traditior^l ster.oty^; nasculine targets cx>nsider.d

nor. corpetent for leadership fx^itions, a finding that is supported in
other research. V^Y vere I^icij^ts' egalitarian attitudes not

reflected in equal ratings Of iiasculine and fenunine targets^ It seerns

that participants accepted that both males and females could be

masculine and therefore competent to fulfill leadership roles, but not

that masculine and feminine targets could equally fulfill the role

requirements of leadership. Perhaps, the stereotype of leader^p as a

masculine domain is unusually persistent. Yet a feminine style of

leadership, characterized by cooperation, sensitivity, and compassion,

vMle prcADably somev^t rare, is not completely absent from our

society. Such a leadership style may have certain advantages, and at

least, may provide a valuable contrast to the more common masculine

style. What conditions might promote stronger endorsement of feminine

leadership? Is there a measurable attitude, analogous to sex-role

egalitarianism, that represents a willingness to reject traditional

division of social roles into sex-type categories? Would individuals

holding such an attitude endorse feminine and masculine targets equally

for leadership positions? Addressing these and related research

questions could lead to a greater understanding of the relationship

between people's beliefs about social roles and their sex-stereotypes.

The area of social group identification and relations prxDvides

many opportunities for ongoing research, opportunities restricted only

by the limits of creativity, energy, and passion for information of its

investigators. It is our fondest wish that the research reported here

contributes to this process of discovery.
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A "Process" Model of Performance Evaluation (Frm Ruble & Ruble, 1982)
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APPENDIX A.l

Often times, the people v^o make decisions about offerii^

applicants jobs, scholarships or graduate school appointnents are faced
with limited tiit^ and nany lengthy applicaUons. it my be difficult
for these decision-maters to take into consideration all the

information that is presented on each application. Decision^rakers my
instead adept one of two time saving strategies to cane to their

decisions. Sometimes, they may read only selected parts of the

applications and make decisions based on only those parts, other

times, a decision may be made based on the general feelij^ the

decision-maker has about the applicant. Each of these approaches to

decision-making can result in decisions that are unfair to applicants,

in the sense that the personality of the decision-maker is too

important. Ideally, only qualities of the applicant should be

considered. It is the purpose of this research to try to e^lore this

issue of how information on applications interacts with characteristics

of decision-makers to determine vhat decisions are made.

In order to ej^lore this question, the University of Massachusetts

is working in conjunction with an East coast private program called

the Winter leadership Training Conference (WUTC) . The WITC is a

three-week boarding program that will take place in January of 1990 on

a mid-Atlantic state college campus. The purpose of the Ctonference is

to provide an opportunity for qualified college students of junior or

senior status presently enrolled in U.S. or Canadian colleges to crain

skills associated with leadership and to work with present leaders in

many areas including government, business, social services, labor, and
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^mm^l_a^,o^. Ihe ^licants for the confers arB

consistently above average in their CPA's and the types of

ejctracurricular e5q)erienoes they have had.

Ihe conference acx^epts 120 applicants frm an applicant pool that

exceeded 1100 for this year's a.nfereiK:e (the application deadline vas
August 15). The wnrc has given us an anonymous sample of 175

applications from their pool. We are usir^ these plications to run

the e3q)eriinent that you are currently participating in.

In this e^iment we are lookir^ at two specific issues. First,

we are interested in seeing what effect does changii^ the amount of

information on the application have on decision-making. We have used

each original application to produce new applications that include

different amounts of information frcra the original. Many grtxps of

people are looking at these new applications and makii^ decisions about

the applicants suitability for the Conference. Second, we are trying

to assess the effects of qualities of the decision-maker on the

decision he/she makes. By asking the decision-maker to answer

questions about attitudes, opinions, personality, and life history, we

can look for relationships between decision-maker characteristics and

the decisions themselves.

If you choose to participate in this study, you will have the role

of decision-maker. You will be asked to look at six applications and

answer questions about the applicants. Afterward, you will be asked to

answer a series of questions about yourself.

While we are working here at UMass, the WLTC Selection Board will

be selecting candidates for the January 1990 Conference. At the end of

this research, we will conpare decisions made by our students with the
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actual decisions .«de b, this year's Selection Board. Ihen, our tean,

will be respc«slble for develcpi:^ a ne« afplication to test for next
year's Conference. lastly, we will^ reccm^naations to the WKIC on
qualities to look for vtoen they hire next year's Selection Board.

KDre iiistr^rtions abort the afplications am your role ii, this

process will follcw if yc« dioose to participate, if you feel you want
to continue in this e>?>eriaent, please turn the page aid read the

consent form.
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Ml information tiS^^cT^S^ SlH^rS'S^f^^

i^rtant. I^entially/this^S^^^^^r^ScT
utplications. If you agree to particimte in c^\^,

poxicy

agree to care^ly^n^e iSS^ ^i/SJe"^questions you will be asked are difficult to answer
If at any time during this study you feel you must stop for anvreasm, you may do so and still receive experiintaTSeS?

important request is that you do NOT carplSe this st^^ess^cTSndo so according to the requirements outlined above.^wSa^^S^^to leave the sUxty than to pay less attention to IT^iTneeded. In any case, we appreciate your willingness to participate
""^^^ receive one e^imental credit for your participatioAThe study requires approximately 35 minutes of your timb

If you agree to participate at this time, please si^ below (andprint your name, too) ; ' f ^ \dnx

signature

print your name
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Instructions for the decision-nBking task-

^'ofSoS^aE^TthT^L^S""" to the ^ ,
As stated earlier, there are diffeiSf l"^

are asted to answer.

decisions for assigned to make

^^^^ APPUCATIC»IS

Level Key:
The M^er the nuiito^ the less information is offered

leadership, and personal. Not^?SSr,rS^S^^'/°^°'
ixtfonnation on the aEplicaticns aS il^^^*^,jn?h^i

^^vSls°4,^''°" ™ ^* °^ -^^1-^- that

You will carefully read each application. Try to qet a sense ofthe applicant is and ho^ you feel about hii^Sr S °^

^ the questions at the bottanof the application page. We know that this may seem difficult bSSSyou don't kncpw very much about the Conference. Ke^ S miS^or^
Important thing that it is quite difficult to ge^c^^S^i^S theOonf^ence, in fact, this year only about 1 in io applSSs wSl qetin. Because of this, the applicants are typically ^tTSeT^ent^So^ ev^ thou^ all the applicants mi^t look just great to you, t^not to be too easy on them . Then, just answer the questions a4 bestyou can with the information you have. Be sure to ANSWER ALL
QUESnCMS. Be aware that the applications you ar^ looking at werB
randomly selected fron the groip of 175 applications that we have
•Hiey are not in any way ranked or selected. Look at the applications
one at a time. Try to refrain from comparing one to another as much as
possible during this part of the task. When you are finished with this
part of the study, you will bring your questionnaire to the
e^qjeriroenter. Then you will receive the second part of the study.
Further instructions will be included with the second part.

CAurroN: STARTING wuh the next page, information is presented on BOni
SIDES OF EACH PAGE.
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Subject L. A. (#81

)

Sex: Male

College major: ComnHjnir>.tri^7nf

One significant work experience (at least one funacademic year): ^T.1.y1;1pn^nm

one sport or for« of physical recreation you participate in regularly:
Jhat^is^ favority activity when you are alone. ^.Mim^B^^..^^
What do you aK,st liKe to do when you are with your friends. s^,.l^,J,t,_^
Put an X next to the seven words that you feel best describe you.
Sensitive to others needs Consistent Intuitive

Adventurous

Sociable X

_ Compassionate Forceful

Athletic

Responsive.

Empathic

Analytical.

Approachable.

Pleasant X

Humorous

Individualistic.

_ Daring

Optimistic

Ambitious Cheerful x_

_ Competitive X

Responsible

Expressive X Prompt ^

Cooperative

Objective.

Faithful Considerate.

Honest.

Diligent x

Courageous.

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BEFORE TURNING TO THE NEXT PAGE'

Snru?" u
^^'^^ ^ ^ 10 with 1=definit.Al v NOT AT A» i and JO=definitel v VERYmm: How much do you think you would like this person-*

qgTinUrPlY YFRY
' 23456789 10

2Gch^" r/tt:]t ^? 1=d9finitelY not AT and I0=d«.fin.'t^iy vpRYindividual is accepted to the Conference, how much do you thinkthe other students would like this person' .
m uo you cninK^23456789 10

?Ampp?pmt^''^2^
of 1 to 10 with 1=d?f1nit9lY INCQMPPTFNT and 10=def init.Aly

COMPETENT: How competent do you think this person is**
mivtit

1 23456789 10

5. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1=N0 POTENTIAl and 10=GREAT POTENTTAi • ifaccepted into the WLTC, how much potential do you think this person has tobecome an outstanding leader? 12345678910
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Subject K. T. (#142)

Sex: Male

College major: PolvmAr ^^rjop^.^

One significant work experience (at least one fun-t<«u» o.

report writing »in/j Drefiftn».#,t,1^n

one sport or for™ of physical recreation you participate in regularly:
What is your favority activity when you are alone? coin ..11....,,

2Jjt^2iiS^«^ ^^'^^ ^ -e with your friends. ^
Put «n X next to the seven words that you feel best describe you.
Sensitive to others needs Consistent Intuitive

Adventurous Con«>assionate Forceful Optimistic
Sociable Responsive Analytical Ambitious X Cheerful
Athlet1c_2L_ Empathic Individualistic X Competitive x

Approachable Responsible Daring Cooperative Honest
Pleasant X Expressive Prompt_JL_ Objective X Diligent.

>-II!^r°"!ziir-_ Considerate Courageous.

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BEFORE TURNING TO THE NEXT PAGE-

SuCH^ Sor^^^h*'^ ^ ^ 12 -^^i^*"
1=d9f1mtrfflY NOT AT f\\\ and 10=definSt.^1v VFRYMUai. How much do you think you would like this person'

mivrviY y cht123466789 10

2Gch°" ?f*?hJ« ^? 1=<<gfinn9ly NOT M All and 10=d«.f in^t.»iv ypRYindividual is accepted to the Conference, how much do you thinkthe other students would like this person?
tmnn123456789 10

JAmpScmt^^'^u®
°^ ^ ^ ^^V^^ 1=<^gtT"1tg^Y INCOHPETFNT and 10=def initelv

COMPETENT: How competent do you think this person is"'123456789 10

5. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1=N0 POTFNTTAI and 10=great potenttai ; ifaccepted into the WLTC, how much potential do you think this person has tobecome an outstanding leader? 123456789 10
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Subject C. o. («17)

Sex: Female

College major: AerosoarA enainA^rim

One^t or form of physical recreation you participate in regularly:

Khat 18 your favority activity when you are alone? buildino ^..^ ^^^rlnn^
What do you «K,st like to do when you are with your friends? go hik^nn
Put an X next to the seven words that you feel best describe you.

Sensitive to others needs Consistent Intuitive

Adventurou8_;i_ Compassionate Forceful X Optimistic x

Sociable Responsive Analytical Ambitious x cheerful

Athletic X Empathic

Approachable.

Pleasant.

_ Individualistic.

Responsible X Daring

_ Competitive,

Cooperative Honest

Humorous

Expressive.

Faithful

Prompt. Objective. Diligent.

Considerate Courageous 2<_

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BEFORE TURNING TO THE NEXT PAGE:

you offer this individual a position in the Winter Leadership TrainingConference? 123456789 10

inrJ^ u V! ^ ^ 1=ti9finitelY NOT AT AM and 10=def init-^lv yppytdUSai: How much do you think you would like this person?
1 23456789 10

tnrJ^ rJft^-^ ^ 10 With 1=d9finitglY NOT AT All and 10=definit«1v vprv
MUai: If this individual is accepted to the Conference, how much do you thinkthe other students would like this person?123456789 10

* °^ ^ ^° 1=definitelv INCOMPFTFNt and 10=def initelv
COMPETFNTr How competent do you think this person is?
1 23456789 10

5. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1=NO POTENTIAL and 10=GREAT POTENTIAL : If
accepted into the WLTC, how much potential do you think this person has to
become an outstanding leader? 1 23456789 10
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Subject J. w. (#134)

Sex: Female

College major: E1ement.»rv ^^„^nt1nn

crafts. Diavft nnA carniyn lfi

T Tfliri trrlnff . rflndinn orfmp^
, f, p|^ ^^^^

One sport or form of physical recreation you particioat-
4 ^

participate In regularly:
AficcMfifiWhat Is your favorlty activity when you are alone^ g^u:^

Sl^^SnSi^!^^ you are with your frien.s, ..1,..,,,^
Put an X next to the seven words that you feel best describe you.
Sensitive to others needs_JL_ Consistent intuitive X
Adventurous Compass ionatelj^ Forceful Optimistic
^^"ble Responsive AnalvtioMi * ^.4^-Analytical Ambitious Cheerful
Athletic

Approachable.

Pleasant

E'npathic Individualistic

Responsible X Daring

Expressive_2i_ Prompt Objective

Competitive.

Cooperative x Honest.

Diligent

--^:!-!riZZr__!!:!l:!:!llIZir__2!2!!?!'""'^ courageous

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BEFORE TURNING TO THE NEXT PAGE-

MUCH^" SoS^'l^^h^^
^ ^ 1=def1n1t.«,lv moj

ftj and IflEriflflMt^lvJ^yMUCH How much do you think you would like this person'>
v^TiniTrftlY YFRY.'23456789 10

MUCH^ Jf^itll ?M ^ ^? 1=definit«.lv mot
^^ ^ ^nd 10=def init^iv Yppv

Sf^th^r s^;de^s^::2^3^^L•^^?rp^rSn^'^
"° '^"-^^23456789 10

£2tdE£I£NI: How competent do you think this person is'>
miirTTir^23456789 10

5. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1=NQ P9TENTIAI. and 10=GREAT potpntt^i • ifaccepted into the WLTC. how much potential do you think this person h4s tobecome an outstanding leader? 1 23456789 io
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Subject S. M. (#67)

Sex: Male

College major: Social wnr}^

One sport or form of physical recreation you Dart,v,„-* •aoion you participate in regularly: fcaU^t
What is your favority activity when you are alone? sin^
JHat^do^st like to do when you are with your friends, g.^...,,,^^
Put an X next to the seven words that you feel best describe you.
Sensitive to others needs Consistent Intuitive

Adventurous Compassionate_2i_ Forceful Optimistic X

sociable Responsive_JL_ Analytical Ambitious cheerful
Athletic Empathic_JS_ Individualistic Competitive
Approachable^ Responsible Oaring Cooperative Honest
Pleasant.

Humorous.

Expressive

Faithful X_

Prompt. Objective. Diligent.

Considerate. Courageous.

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BEFORE TURNING TO THE NEXT PAGE-

^23456789 10

2ur«^" %^tt\t ?M ^ ^? V^*"
1=definitelv not at ai

| end io=def init.^iv vppv
individual Is accepted to the Conference, how much do you thinkthe other students would like this person' ^123456789 to

lL,p9:] * 1 to 10 With 1=dgfinnelY INQPHPFTFNT and 10=definit^lv
fiOMEELEllI: How competent do you think this person is-^

mi wir123456789 10

c.V^?oo^..f^*^ ^ ^ 10 with 1=definitelv UNRnrrpc;<;pn| and 10= definit.«.lv
SUeeESSBJL: If accepted into the WLTC. how successful do you think this personwill be? 12345678910
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Subject J. L. («12)

Sex: Female

College major: History

One significant work experience (at least one ^.m «• •

academic year): Assistnn». reBanrrho^ summer or part-time

inoloaiRt-ff

one sport or form of physical recreation you participate in regularly: ^What is your favority activity when you are alone? raadim
What do you most like to do when you are with your friends, ^...^^^^.u^
Put an X next to the seven words that you feel best describe you.
Sensitive to others needs Consistent Intuitive

Adventurous Compassionate Forceful Optimistic x

Sociable_Ji_ Responsive__:L_ Analytical Ambitious cheerful x
Athletic Empathic Individualistic Competitive

Approachable Responsible_Jl_ Oaring Cooperative Honest X
Pleasant,

Humorous

Expressive.

Faithful

_ Prompt Objective x Diligent.

Considerate Courageous

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BEFORE TURNING TO THE NEXT PAGE-

^23456789 10

individual is accepted to the Conference, how much do you thinkthe other students would like this person?123456789 10

?Amp??pmt^''*2^
of 1 to 10 with 1=<j9finit9lY INCOHPPTFNT and 10=def init^l

v

CQMPCTENT: How competent do you think this person is'
1 23456789 10

5. On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1=N0 POTENT TAl and 10=GREAT PQTENTIAI : ifaccepted into the WLTC, how much potential do you think this person has tobecome an outstanding leader? 12345678910
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Consider again the six individuals v4io hav^. ^t^h^ ^- r

Assume that there ana three remainirei slots ir, ..

iB^aership tolnn^ C°nfere.S^aS1iiStoe^r
and you may choose only fron the six acoli^^^iL ^
have W>o „m cJose? Writl^^^'SS^rf^^K "™
par^*heses next to the applicant's initia^na*a^StSn) of^ttr^a^Ucarrts yc« have chc«en tel™ in order ol'SeS^""'

°'

FIRST CHOICE

SEa3ND CHOICE,

1HIRD CHOICE

If alternate slots are available, in v^t order would you fill themwith the remaining three applicants.

FIRST AIHERNME

SEOCMD AIHERNATE,

IHIRD ALTERNATE

Please turn in this questionnaire to the experimenter and pick up the
second part of the study. Ihe second part of the study asks you
questions about yourself. This will tate \jp the remainder of your
time, but will go quickly.
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^oTis flSfo?^
*^ folla,i^ <l>aracteristics describe you'

~ MmYS OR AIMOST ATwavg ryp^Tp;— U5^TAT.T.V TPtW
— OFTEN TRITK

~ OOCASIONATJY TRUE.OnrAgTQNAU.Y mr tt^ttp— INFREOUENTTV TOTTP
^

— U5^IAT.T.V Mnrr tottp;

— NEVER OR AIMOST NFVRR tottc;

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

1
2

3

4

5
6

7

Self-reliant
Yielding
Helpful
Defend own beliefs
Cheerful
Mcody
Independent
Shy
Conscientious
Athletic
Affectionate
Iheatrical
Assertive
Flatterable
Happy
Strong personality
Loyal
Uipredictable
Forceful
Feminine
Reliable
Analytical
Syirpathetic
Jealous
Have leadership abilities
Sensitive to the needs of others
Truthful
Willing to take risks
Understanding
Secretive
Make decisions easily
Ccarpassionate
Sincere
Self-sufficient

39. Likable
40. Masculine
41. Warm
42. Solemn
43. Willing to take

a stand
44. Tender
45. Friendly
46. Aggressive
47. Gullible
48. Inefficient
49. Act as a leader
50. Childlike
51. Adaptable
52 . Individualistic
53. Do not use

Harsh language_
54. Unsystematic
55. Ccnpetitive
56. Love children
57. Tactful
58. Ambitious
59. GenUe
60. Conventional

Eager to soothe hurt feelings_
Conceited
Dcgninant
Soft-spoken
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Please answer the following questions Ji^^rt
then circle the response^t bS^Ar^f one carefully and
not interested in^noci^tvlf^.,^ cpinion. We are
opinions.

"-^^ ^y^' ^ interested in your personal

Please respond to ALL questions.

For the following 59 questions, use the scale
responses. / ^ uie scaie iDelow to choose your

SA—Strongly agree
A—^Agree
D—Disagree
SD—Strongly disagree

l^T^^^ ""^^^ ^ opportunity exists in the United States

SA A D SD (ROS-EE)

2. Women should have just as much ri^t as men to go to a bar alone.

SA A D SD *(SRES)

3. Everyone wants pretty much the same rewards out of life.

SA A D SD *(RDS-XXX)

4. Facilities at industrial oriented vocational schools ought to beexpanded to admit qualified female applicants.

SA A D SD *(SRES)

5. Wbmen ought to have the same possiblities for leadership positions
at work as do men.

SA A D SD *(SRES)

6. It generally makes more sense to hire younger employees than older
employees, since younger employees have more time left in their
careers.

SA A D SD (ROS-SE)

7. Keeping track of a child's out-of-school activities should be
mostly the mother's responsibility.

SA A D SD (SRES)

* reverse scored items, () scale including item
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SA—Strongly agree
A—^Agree
D—Disagree
SD~Strongly disagree

8. America is the land of equal c^rtunity for all.

SA A D SD (RDS-EE)

Off ^r^LS! " " ^ l-ves his hanas

SA A D SD (SRES)

for p5?e'«rd^yt.''"^
donate ti^s am >«»>ey to mild hones

SA A D SD *(RDS-AA)

SA A D SD (SRES)

12. The government has almost eliminated segregation.

SA A D SD (RDS-EE)

13. As a national rule, everyone should volunteer for public service
for five hours per week.

SA A D SD *(ROS-AA)

14. Ihere are many good reasons v*iy a wctnan should not be President of
the United States.

SA A D SD (SRES)

15. I have never coanbed ray hair before going out in the morning.

SA A D SD (LEE)

16. The best teachers should be channelled into inner-city schools
until the quality of education there is as good as outside the
inner-cities.

SA A D SD *(ROS-AA)
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SA—Strongly agree
A—Agree
D—-Disagree
SD—Strongly disagree

iisa!^
feel as free to 'dr^ in' on a male friend as vice

SA A D SD *(SRES)

It' i^SP °^ ^^^^ discriminated against in the oastshould be given more than their share until full eqSSJ £ ^chS?
SA A D SD *(ROS-AA)

It' ' ^i^^ ^^^^ -^^^ ^"^^ protect all citizens, no matter whattheir background or lifestyle.

SA A D SD *(ROS-SE)

20. Males should be given priority over females in courses v^chwould qualify them for positions as school priiicipals.

SA A D SD (SRES)

21. In situations in v*iich both husband and wife are working
housework should be equally shared by them.

'

SA A D SD *(SRES)

22. Racism is not much of a prdDlem in the united States today.

SA A D SD (ROS-EE)

23. Educational honorary societies in nursing should admit only women.

SA A D SD (SRES)

24. Wcanen can handle pressures from their jobs as well as men can.

SA A D SD *(SRES)

25. All U.S. citizens are treated equally as Americans, no matter
v^ere they originally came from.

SA A D SD (ROS-EE)
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SA—strongly agree
A—Agree
E>—Disagree
SD—Strongly disagree

e managers are more valuable to an organization than female

SA A D SD (SRES)

Vbo r^^"^ ^^"^ requiring wealthy people to pay more to take

SA A D SD *(POS-AA)

28. raws against hcaonosexuality should be abolished.

SA A D SD *(RDS-SE)

29. People from different religions should not get married.

SA A D SD (RDS-SE)

30. A woman should have as much right to ask a man for a date as a manhas to ask a woman for a date.

SA A D SD *(SRES)

31. It should be L?) to the father rather than the mother to grant
permission to the teenage children to use the family car.

SA A D SD (SRES)

32. People of different races should marry if they want to.

SA A D SD *(RDS-SE)

33. Sons and dau^ters ou^t to be given equal opportunity for hi^er
education.

SA A D SD *(SRES)

34. Driving from New York to San Francisco is generally faster than
flying between these cities.

SA A D SD (UE)

35. A marriage is more likely to be successful if the wife's needs are
considered after the husband's needs.

SA A D SD (SRES)

poor
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SA—Strongly agree
A—Agree
D—Disagree
SD—^Strongly disagree

36. Scmeone born into a poor family is as likely to make as aood «corporate executive as someone bom into a rich
^ 9°°^ ^

SA A D SD *(ROS-XXX)

37. Kids everyv^ere in the U.S. get pretty much the same education.

SA A D SD (RDS-EE)

of*pe^l^
"^"^ nei^rhoods to exclude certain classes or types

SA A D SD * (ROS-SE)

39
.

Some types of people are bom to be doctors and lawyers while
others are bom to clean their offices.

SA A D SD (RDS-XXX)

40. Since so many Americans speak languages other than English, all
students should be tauf^t a second language starting in kindergarten.

SA A D SD *(ROS-AA)

41. Fathers are better able than mothers to determine the amount of
weekly allowance a child should be given.

SA A D SD (SRES)

42. No colleges should be allowed to exclude any group of people based
on race, religion or ethnicity.

SA A D SD * (ROS-SE)

43. It should be a mother's responsibility rather than a father's to
see that their children are transported to after-school activities.

SA A D SD (SRES)

44. The U.S. government should return portions of ancestral lands to
Native American Indians even thou^ others who presently live there
may have to leave.

SA A D SD *(RDS-AA)
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SA—^Strongly agree
A—Agree
D—Disagree
SD—-Strongly disagree

45. A perscHi should generally be more polite to a vonan than to a man.

SA A D SD (SRES)

46. Laws should exist to insarp »-h»+- <-v,«*,«

^1^^^ --"-=^<^ ^TtS^"-'

SA A D SD *(RDS-AA)

^^Ir'Sc^^^"'"" «™en Should feel as free as to express

SA A D SD *(SRES)

tl\ ^^.^ ^ ^""^ ^ tel^one number only to findthat the line was busy. ^

SA A D SD *(IJE)

49. Equal opportunity and ri^ts should be extended to everyone
regardless of race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, wealth, age

'

religion or politics.

SA A D SD *(ROS-SE)

50. Hard work is all it takes to make it in America.

SA A D SD (ROS-EE)

51. Fathers are not as able to care for their sick children as mothers
are.

SA A D SD (SRES)

52. It is easier for Jews to became wealthy than for other people.

SA A D SD (RDS-XXX)

53. An applicant's sex should be an irrportant consideration in j<±)

screening.

SA A D SD (SRES)
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SA—Strongly agree
A—Agree
D—Disagree
SD—Strongly disagree

54. Gay pecple should not be allowed to teach in public schools.

SA A D SD (ROS-SE)

IL Jl^T ^ better able than husbands to send thank you notes vAienthe couple receives gifts. ^ ijuues wnen

SA A D SD (SRES)

56. Choice of college is not as important for women as for men.

SA A D SD (SRES)

57. I believe most li^tbulbs are powered by electricity.

SA A D SD *(UE)

58. When it comes to punishing criminals, before the judge all ceoole
are created equal.

SA A D SD (RDS-EE)

59. Everyone is hajpiest v*ien nei^iborhoods have only members of one
social grot?) living in them.

SA A D SD (ROS-XXX)
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For the rest of the questions, circle the r&sncsrw^ i-y^^i-
yc«r opinion. Be av^ that 4 f^^^LS^^sS^LfSsS^T"^
(1^ to use an * to indicate your ?espons^ ^TyT^ fo^l^questions require only one response, Those that ^low^nore Sii^response are indicataa. Again, please read eaci. S^iS^^aSSll?^!

^J^^ i° ''^^ l=not at an and l^to_a_qreat^rt:enfTo v*iat ^t will what happens to votven generally in thi?^^ ^ '

have something to do with vAiat happens in your life^
country^23456789 10 (GI/C-OOF)

3. On a scale of 1 to 10, with l=not at all and l^toaOTeat extent-

^Sll^ ^ "^"^ rights has affeSS^23456789 10 (GI/C-OOF)

4. On a scale of 1 to 10, with l=never and lO^erv fr^i^m-iy. howoft^ in your everyday life do you think about being a woman or v^tyou have in common with women and men?123456789 10 (GI/C-CEN)

5. (YOU MAY CIRCIE MORE THAN RESK^SE TO THIS QUESnOI) To which ofthese groi^ do you feel particularly close, that is, as people who aremost like you in their ideas, interests, and feelings about things?

RICH PBOPIE BLACK PEOPLE

WORKING CLASS PEOPLE MEN PROGRESSIVES

WOMEN PROTESTANTS/CHRISnANS MIDDLE CLASS PEOPLE

WHITES ASIANS GAY MEN

HISPANICS OC»^SERVAnVES LESBIANS

YOUNG PEOPLE HETEROSEXUALS POOR PEOPLE

CATHOLJCS (GI/C-SIM)

6. Which of the above groi:?)s do you feel closest to? Place a star
(*) to the left of this group above. (ONE GROUP ONLY.) DO YOU
OC»JSIDER YOURSELF A MEMBER OF THIS GROUP? YES NO
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gro|^ don't have as md, litfluenoe as^iK^e^^^^
Use the following scale:
5^ WAY TOO MTTCH XNFTITFNrR^ A BIT TOO MUCH TNFTTTFMrR

JUST ENaiGH INmiKMrR
A BIT TOO UTTIE TNFUJENCR

ffl* WAY TOO unu; iNFriTFTJCR

MIDDIE CLASS PEDPIE WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

JEWS WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

WORKING CLASS PEOPLE WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

BLACK PEDPIE WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

VTCMEN WIM BIM JE BIL WTL

WHITES WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

POOR PEOPLE WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

HISPANICS WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

GAY MEN WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

YOUNG PEOPLE V7IM BIM JE BTL WTL

CATHOLICS WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

LESBIANS WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

RICH PEOPLE WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

MEN WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

HhTEHOSEXUAIS WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

PROGRESSIVES WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

PROTESTANTS/CHRISTIANS WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

OCX^SERVATIVES WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

ASIANS WIM BIM JE BTL WTL

(GI/C-DSC)
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Answer questions 8 thru 22 usii^ the followii^ scale.

SA-STRONGLY AGREE
A-AGREE SOffiWHAT
D-DISAGREE SOMEWHAT
SD-STRCMa^ DISAGREE

SA A D SD *(GI/C-IIG)

9^Men are bom with more drive to be ambitious and successful than

SA A D SD (GI/C-HG)

10. In general, men are more qualified for jobs that have qreatresponsibilil^, ^

SA A D SD (GI/C~IIG)

11. By nature, women are happiest when they are making a home and
caring for children.

SA A D SD (GI/C-IIG)

12. Women have less top jctos because our society discriminates
against them.

SA A D SD *(GI/C-IIG)

13. Many qualified women can't get good jobs; men with the same
skills have much less trouble.

SA A D SD *(GI/C-im)

14. A woman's place is in the home.

SA A D SD (GI/C-IIG)

15. Our society, not nature, teaches women to prefer hcxnemaking to
work outside the home.

SA A D SD *(GI/C-IIG)

16. Women have less opportunity than men to get the education for top
jobs.

SA A D SD * (GI/C-IIG)
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SA-STE?DNGLir AGREE
A-AGKEE SOMEWHAT
D-DISAGE?EE SOMEWHAT

sd-strcm;ly disage^ee

17. Our schools teach women to want the less important jobs.

SA A D SD *(GI/C-IL3)

18. Men have irore of the top jobs because they are bom with iror^cirive to be ambitious and successful than women.

SA A D SD (GI/C-HG)

if
enou^ for a woman to be successful herself; women mustwork together to charge laws and customs that are unfai?to a^T^mST

SA A D SD *(GI/C-OOL)

20. Women can best overcame discrimination by pursuing their
individual career goals in as feminine a way as possible.

SA D SD (GI/ChX)L)

21. The best way to handle prdDlems of discrimination is for each
woman to make sure she gets the best training possible for what she
wants to do.

SA A D SD (GI/C-OOL)

22. Only if women organize and work together can anything really be
done about discrimination.

SA A D SD * (GI/C-OOL)

23. On a scale of 1 to 10 with l=definitelv WOULD pass and
10=definitelv WCXJID NOT pass : If it were i:^ to you to decide whether or
not to pass the Equal Ri(^ts Amendment, vAiat would you do?123456789 10 (GI/C-OOL)

24. On a scale of 1 to 10 with l=much too little and 10=much too
inuch ; Hew much influence does the Women's Liberation Movement have?123456789 10 (GI/C-OOL)

25. On a scale of 1 to 10 with l=very positive and 10==very negative :

What are your overall feelings toward the Women's Liberation Movement?123456789 10 (GI/C-OOL)
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1. How old cire you?

2. What is your major?

3. What is your year of graduation?

IHE

DGaivocxat

R^xiblican
Independent
Other

CJonservative
Moderate
Liberal
Other

5. Ifcw strong is your religious fciith?

None
Little __
Moderate
Strong
Very strong

6. How strong is your spiritual faith?

None
Little _
Moderate
Strong
Very strong

7. What is your participation in formal religion?

None
Lew
Medium
Hi^ _
Very hi^

8. What is your religious affiliation?

9. How would you describe your family of origin?

Poor working class
Working class
Lower middle class
Middle class
Upper middle class
U|per class
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You?_

Financial aid?
Your parent (s) or guardian (s)?

"n^ ^ol^i^^"^ °^ --tic life.

Casually dating
Dating one person
Seriously involved with one person
Living with scaneone
Engaged
Married ~

—

12. Hew would you describe yourself?
Exclusively heterosexual
Mostly heterosexual
Bisexual
Mostly homosexual
Exclusively hcanosexual
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You are now finished. Thank vou for vmir- <-iTno 4. •

helpful contribution to psyctoSgfSl^S^ ^iS^^?^^
packet of iiiformtion to «U e^SnS^'ni^i^, ^ "^^^

t^3i^)oS?^t^"^^-S^,°^^^t in the

cxDntributors to this study do not have informUon ^T^nr^ ^v.participate. Ke^ii^ feedbacdc fonns under ^S^J 2°^^^^^?^
iiij^ir^ secrecy. Ihe other way is your silencTab^^^
participation if there is any chance you are^S^n^S^ne who

SSJ S in this s^ in the future!^^l^"SS^ofabout the study, please say, truthfully, that it involves selShionpersonnel am takes about 35 minutes, ihanks agaiT
^^^^ °f
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FEEDBACK TO PARnCIPANIS

prxx^^S^ ""^cS^J^."*^-^^^ this study on utfor^tion

more about the study noTSt™^ fli£hS ^^J"" ^ii"^^
''^'^

pixperly dispose of this sHba/Sk™ f
r">ished. Please either save or

YOU Wm NOT BE PENAKEZED IN ANY WAY FOR YOUR ^^.^^^y^The purpose of this study is, in fact, to^rthe^-
undei^tandijig of information processing. However, I did not specifivin advance the r^rtiailar ty^^ of informtion I v^ted yoS^^o^Sto^ Instead, I developed an elaborate cover story so you^would^know exactly v^t I was doii^. As mch as I, as a res^c^ dSlikedeceivii^g you or anyone, some amount of dece^rt:ion is^^SsS^ to dor^earch. We psychologists know that the instructions given to studyparticipants greatly effect the responses participants make.
research without accounting for this is a waste of time. In thepresent study, I was interested in determining if you make different
decisions depending on v^ether the afplicant is a male versus a femaleor If the applicant ejdiibits masculine or feminine traits If
differences are recorded, I would like to know if your decisions are
related to your attitudes toward equality between social groips, your
experience of yourself as a female, and/or your personality
characteristics. Although I speak to you here on a one to one basis, I
will not be looking at your responses individually. All the
information you and others have given will be entered into computer
analysis only as a series of numbers. Names will never appear, nor
will anyone even be looking at your answers as a representation of you.

The reason I am doing this research is to try to gain a better
understanding of how wonen's personality characteristics effect their
perception of real-life candidates for important societal positions. I
made 155 the story of the WETC so you would seriously apply yourself to
making decisions that would count. Fortunately, your decisions do
count, althou^ not in the way I said they would originally, ihey
count in the sense that your contribution to ray study is also a
contribution to a greater understanding of processes in human behavior.
And I thank you very much for that.

If you are interested in the results of this stucfy, or if you have
questions, comments, or conplaints, give your name and phone number to
the experimenter, v^o will pass them on to me, the researcher (who will
remain anonymous for now)

.
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APPENDIX A. 2

Item

1. Would you guess that this
indiviclial is a man or a woman?
With how much oonfidenoe?

2. Does this person -Fit the
traditional cultural stereotype -for
a man (i-F you guessed he is a man)
or -for a woman (i-F you guessed she is
a woman)?

3. Based on the information given
above, is there anything either in
general or speci-Fically about this
applicant that makes him/her appear
unsuitable -for the Sumner Leadership
Training Program?

Application <ri=wasGuline, N=neutral,
F=fBminine)

Ml K2 Nl N2 Fl F2

4.<?5 5.00 3.08 3.03 1,00 1.16

1.34 l.Oe 2.87 2.84 1.08 1.42

4.34 4.40 4.47 4.34 4.50 4.76

Qjestion 1 scores are based on a continuum of certainty that the applicant
is a woman (1) to certainty the applicant is a man (7).

Qjestion 2 scores range -From l=very traditional to 7=very untraditional.

Qjestion 3 scores range -From l=very unsuitable to 7=very suitable.
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APPENDIX A. 3

Presentation orders

Ciaonbination 1

1.

NM-history
FF-social work
MM-aerospacse engineer
FM-elementary educaticai
NF-cxxnraunications
MF-^lymer science

2.

MF-polymer science
NM-history
FF-social work
NF-ccxniminications
MM-aerospace engineer
FM-elementary education

3.

NM-history
IM-elementary education
NF-ccanmunications
MF-polymer science
MM-aerospace engineer
FF-social work

4.

FF-social work
MF-polymer science
FM-elementary education
NM-history
MM-aerospace engineer
NF-ccanrammications

CJcaribination 2

1.

NF-history
FM-social work
MF-aerospace engineer
FF-elementary education
NM-ocxnraunications
MM-polymer science

2.

MM-polymer science
NF-history
FM-socicil work
NM-ccmnunications
MF-aerospace engineer
FF-elementary education

3.

NF-history
FF-elementary education
NM-coininunications

MM-polymer science
MF-aerospace engineer
FM-social work

4.

FM-social work
MM-polymer science
FF-elementary education
NF-history
MF-aerospace engineer
NM-ccanmunications

legend: FF=feminine female NF^eutral female MF=masculine female
FM=feminine male NM=neutral male MM=qnasculine male
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APPENDIX B

FACTOR IQADINGS
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Means and factor loadings for the ROS items.

_ FACTOR
X 1 2 3

1. All US citizens are treated equally 3 44 75 01as Americans, no matter v^ere they
originally came frcxn. (EE)

8. Laws against hcxnosexuality 2.98 .09 .79
should be abolished. *(SE)

-.21

2. Racism is not much of a problem 3.53 70 no
in the US today. (EE)

'^^ ''^"^

3. Ihe government has almost 2.96 69 08 99
eliminated segregation. (EE)

*
*

4. Kids everywhere in the US get 3.66 .53 .15 17pretty much the same education. (EE)

5. Hard work is all it takes to 2.97 .04 -.08 - 09make it in America. (EE)

6. America is the land of equal 2.83 .36 .03 05
ofportunity for all. (EE)

7. Equality of ri^ts and 2.77 .44 .08 .22
opportunities exists in the US
today. (EE)

.00

9. Civil ri^its laws should protect 3.64 .15 .64 .01
all citizens, no matter vAiat their
background or lifestyle. *(SE)

10. Equal c^portunity and ri^ts 3.72 .44 .54 -.03
should be extended to everyone,
regardless of race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, wealth, age,
religion, or politics. *(SE)

11. It is wrong for nei^iborhoods 3.56 .05 .06 .04
to exclude certain classes or types
of people. *(SE)

12. No colleges should be allowed 3.74 .18 .17 .15

to exclude any groip of people based
on race, religion, or ethnicity. *(SE)

13. People from different religions 3.64 .03 -.02 .04

should not get married. (SE)
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14. Gay pecple should not be
allowed to teach in public
schools. (SE)

15. People of different races
should marry if they want to.*(SE)

16. GroL^js of people v^o have been
discriminated against in the past
should be given more than their share
until full equality is reached. *(AA)

17. Bie US gov't should return portions 2.23 -.06
of ancestral lands to Native American
Indians even thou^ others who
presently live there may have to leave.
*(AA)

18. Laws should exist to insure that 2.22 .12
there are as many Blacks, Hispanics,
and Asians in gov't positions as
there are in the general population.
*(AA)

3.40 .12

3.57 .02

2.11 .12

.57 .12

.32 .26

-.11 .21

19. As a national rule, everyone 2.22 -.08 -.05 .71
should volunteer for public service
for five hours per week.*(AA)

20. I si^jport laws requiring wealthy 2.65 .04 .03 .67
people to pay more to take care of
the poor.*(AA)

21. Pecple vAio have homes should 2.25 .15 .34 .55
donate time and money to build homes
for pecple v*io don't. *(AA)

22. The best teachers should be 2.20 .08 -.02 .53
channeled into inner-city schools
until the quality of education there
is as good as outside the inner-
cities. *(AA)
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Means, factor loadings on the power discontent items.

Social groip

Lesbians
Gay men
Hispanics
Black people
Asians
Poor people
Men
Jews
Rich people

Middle class people
Working class people
Women
Young people

Heterosexuals
Conservatives
White people

Protestants/Christians
Catholics

Progressives

^ Mean scores are based on a five point scale, with hi^er scores
ascribing too little power to the grot?).

ar discontent items.

ravjcor
Mean^ 3

4.00 . oo -.14
4.05 Rfi.. OO -.17
4.22 .81 -.17
4.01 .64 -.25
3.94 . Do
4.49 . 3 / -.23
1.87 . OH .50
3.31 .53 .25
1.44 -.51 .44

3.21 .00
3.71 .23 -.41
3.90 .25 -.19
3.96 n

2.73 -.07 .77
2.43 — ifi 75
2.17 -.46 .63

2.79 -.14 .11
2.55 -.15 .04

3.19 .08 -.13
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ana factor loadings of the i«3ividual difference attituderoeasures.

Item
(AND THE SCAIE 1HAT
INdUDES IT)

Sex-role egalitarianism
(SRE)

Equality should exist
(ROS)

Illegitimacy
(GI/C)

CentralilY
(GI/C)

Ccammon fate
(GI/C)

Similarity
(GI/C)

Collective orientation
(GI/C)

Discontent
(GI/C)

Affirmative action
(ROS)

Equality doesn't exist
(RDS)

Mean
Factor
1 2

89.95 .84 .24 .03

28.26 .83 -.08 .18

35.71 .72 .34 .36

5.71 -.01 .80 .25

14.19 .33 .66 -.06

1.02 -.02 .65 .20

30.46 .39 .58 -.08

2.03 .04 .08 .79

15.89 .15 .10 .64

22.15 .41 .11 .43
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